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Lake Enriquillo is located in the southwestern extreme of Dominican Republic 
and has been experiencing a rapid expansion in surface area, along with other 
water bodies in the same region, since 2004 causing major flooding to the 
surrounding agricultural and cattle-raising lands, infrastructure and communities.  
Understanding why the lake is expanding at such rapid rate and accurately forecast 
how they will behave in the future is the main goal of The Hispaniola Lakes Project. 
The purpose of this project is to investigate the effects that hydrometeorological 
drivers are having on the forested areas located in Sierra de Bahoruco, which is 
located in the southern part of the lake catchment, and to determine if 
evapotranspiration (ET) values are decreasing at the watershed. Remote sensing 
derived monthly ET data from 2000 to 2014 was obtained from the MODIS Global 
ET Project from the University of Montana and used to determine ET rain based 
seasonalities for the forest, dry forest, agriculture and dry bush land classes. Also, 
vegetation water fluxes are being monitored in Hispaniola Pines at two sites in 
Sierra de Bahoruco using Granier’s sap flow sensors, dendrometers, and 
thermistors, along with co-located weather stations. The lowest site, Zapotén 
(1537 masl), is part of the tropical montane cloud forest and consists of a mix of 
pines and broadleaf trees. The highest elevation, Loma del Toro (2355 masl), is a 
pure pine stand above the cloud forest. It was found that the average annual ET in 
the forest land class was 118 mm and the average annual transpiration from the 
pines was about 65% of total ET.  In addition, linear trends didn’t show any 
significant change (p>0.05) for any land class or any seasonality. From the 
available data, it can be concluded that the increase in lake size is not related to a 






Hispaniola is the second largest island in the Caribbean, located around latitude 
19º N and longitude 71 º W.  At the south of the Island (southwest of the Dominican 
Republic), in the border between Dominican Republic and Hispaniola there are two 




One of the lakes is located in the Dominican Republic, Lake Enriquillo, and the 
other one, Lake Azuei, is located in Haiti. Since 2004, the lakes have experienced a 
rapid expansion in surface area causing major flooding to the surrounding agricultural 
Figure 1. Array of weather stations at Lake Enriquillo Watershed in the Dominican Republic. 
Eight weather stations are located in the northern side of the catchment, at Sierra de Neiba, 
and three others are located in the southern side, at Sierra de Bahoruco. Vegetation sensors 




and cattle-raising lands, infrastructure and communities. Understanding why the lakes 
are expanding at such a rapid rate and accurately forecast how they will behave in the 
future is the main goal of a team of a team of scientists and engineers from The City 
College of New York (CCNY), “Instituto Tecnológico de Santo Domingo” (Technical 
Institute of Santo Domingo) (INTEC) and National Meteorological Office (ONAMET). 
For this reason, they implemented an array of equipment around the lake to measure 
the hydrological and meteorological variables like temperature, precipitation, relative 
humidity, soil moisture, wind speed and direction, solar radiation, and salinity (The 
Hispaniola Lakes Project), making it the first time real data from ground observations 






Figure 2 Area change of Lake Enriquillo and Lake Azuei between 2000 and 2015. At 2004, the 
area of Lake Enriquillo was around 265 km2, and by 2013 it expanded to 350 km2. Source: The 




1.1 Study Area 
 
1.1.1 Lake Enriquillo 
 
Lake Enriquillo watershed has a territorial extend of 3,048 km2. The lake is 
limited to the north by Sierra the Neiba, Sierra de Bahoruco to the south, Haiti’s border 
to the west and Rincón Lagoon to the east (Cocco Quezada, 2009). The lake is a saline 
waterbody occupying an ancient maritime channel that was lifted about 10 million 
years ago. It is located at an elevation of -44 m from sea level (below sea level; -30 
m after the expansion). Before the expansion began, the surface area of the lake was 
265 km2, but it has grown to 350 km2 in 2013 (The Hispaniola Lakes Project,   Figure 
2). A diverse ecosystem developed in response to the environment of the Lake. Inside 
the lake, Isla Cabritos National Park is found in an island of 12 km2 surface.  The lake 
and its surroundings serve as habitat for endemic species of birds, reptiles (including 
the American crocodile) and aquatic fauna (McGinley, 2009 as cited from Romero & 
Poteau, 2011). 
 Cocco-Quezada (2009) considers that the circulation of the water is done 
across ten fluvial nets with flow rates less than 1 cm3/s (cubic meter per second) and 
more than seventy springs. The springs in Sierra de Bahoruco are intermittent. During 
rainy season, tropical disturbances and cyclones feed the springs and lagoons and the 
water flow by ground infiltration to Lake Enriquillo. It was shown by Cruz & Febrillet 
(2002) that the lake displays a growing time lag of 0.5 to 1.5 years after an extreme 
rainfall event (Table #1). For example, after hurricane Georges’ direct hit in 1998, the 
discharge rate increases from 13.0 cm3/s to 38.6 cm3/s and the level didn’t start 
decreasing until after December 1999. Another component that must be considered is 
the water that flows from Rincon Lagoon through Canal Cristóbal and other channels 
to the lake, but it is believed that these channels only transport significant amounts of 




Table #1 Typical hydrological values of 
Lake Enriquillo 
Parameter Value 
Recharge Area 902 km
2
 





Lake level variability 1-3 m/year 
Underground recharge 98-120 mm/year 





Mean Evaporation 2500 mm 
Mean Precipitation 500 mm 
Growing lag time 0.5-1.5 year 
Normal surface level -44 m 
 
 
1.1.2 Sierra de Bahoruco 
 
Sierra de Bahoruco is located in the southwestern extreme of the Dominican 
Republic. It is in the Enriquillo Region between latitudes 17.900 N and 18.410 N and 
longitudes 71.080 W to 71.800 W. It can be divided into Western and Eastern Bahoruco. 
Only a part of Western Bahoruco is located inside Lake Enriquillo Watershed. It is 
mainly constituted by an average tropical mountain karst in form of a cover made of 
hummocks and cones. The maximum elevation is located in the massif known as “Loma 
del Toro” at 2367 m above sea level.  It has a spatial length of 100 km. The width 
varies from 30 to 40 km. The average height is 741 m with an average slope of 11.130. 
Western Bahoruco has a lithology composition of carbonated rocks, dominating the 
Paleogene limestone, and marly Neogene limestone and chalks. In the top of the 
mountains, folded Eocene limestone strata dominate.  
The vegetation of the Sierra is formed by the pine forest and ombrophilous 
(capable of thriving in areas of heavy rainfall) and hydrophilous (pollinated by the 
agency of water) forests in the middle and upper floors, 35% of them endemics. The 
vegetation has adapted to the periods of seasonal drought, like the pine forest in higher 
elevations. Tropical montane cloud forest is also present in zones where the trade 
Table 1. Hydrological Values of Lake Enriquillo Watershed (Source: as cited 
from Publication from Universidad Autónoma de Santo Domingo and 




winds and biogeographic factors are adequate. The main tree under study is Hispaniola 
Pine, Pinus occidentalis, which is an endemic tree and predominant pine in Hispaniola. 
They are normally found mixed with broadleaf trees at heights that varies from 850 to 
2,100 m, but are also found in pure stands above 2,100 m up to 3,087 m. It size varies 
from 20-30 m tall and has an open crown. The color of the leaves is dark green with 
dimensions of 3-20 cm long and 0.9-1.3 mm thick (Conifer Specialist Group, 2000 and 
www.ivcnredlist.org, 2006). 
The climate of the region is mainly controlled by precipitation from synoptic 
systems and local effects that is influenced by the Caribbean bimodal precipitation 
pattern. The bimodality of precipitation exhibits an early rainfall season around April, 
the midsummer drought in July, a secondary peak around September and October, 
and the dry season from December to March (Angeles, 2010; Chen and Taylor, 2002; 
Gamble and Curtis, 2008; Taylor et al., 2002). A precipitation gradient is very 
noticeable with lower sectors receiving less than 550 mm and higher elevations (800-
1000 m) receiving more than 2,080 mm. Average temperatures are 21.4 0C for the 
whole Sierra, but, as expected, temperature decreases with altitude, with Loma del 
Toro reporting an average of 10.5 0C.  
After the midsummer drought, tropical disturbances such as tropical waves or 
cyclones dominate the main rainfall events. Additionally, convective rainfall and 
thunderstorms also contribute to the annual rainfall resulting from convergence of the 
trade winds and sea breeze that force the moist air to ascend adiabatically across the 
northern slope of Western Sierra de Bahoruco.  During the secondary rainy season, 
atmospheric troughs coming from the west dominate the weather. The troughs 
combine their effects with the available moist air coming from the Caribbean Sea to 
produce up to 60% of the annual precipitation of the region. Contrary to the 
expectations, the highest peak of precipitation is observed in May. This could be the 
result of troughs that are being energized by advection of water vapor from Neiba Bay, 
17 
 
Gonaive Bay, Lake Enriquillo and Lake Azuei since the water of these bodies at this 
time of the year is warm enough to support evaporation. Only 15-20% of the total 
precipitation fall during the dry season and it is mostly related to the cold front’s tails 
that pass over the region in the astronomical winter. Even though the effect of the 
cold fronts is not that significant, the advection of cold air decreases the temperature 
of Loma del Toro considerably1.  
From the hydrology perspective, the drainage channels are mainly seasonal 
talwegs, or ephemeral channels. Surface runoff only occurs where the epi-karst is 
sealed by clast or limestone pavement or deviate by surface obstacles, and are mostly 
visible during high rainfall events. Although surface runoff is not significant, there is a 
considerable amount of circulating groundwater. The runoff is mostly controlled by the 
following factors: 1) less precipitation and more evapotranspiration as the Sierra 
advances to the western side, 2) high permeability  of the ground allowing for higher 
level of infiltration that maintain recharged the reserves, and 3) high forest coverage 
and a well-developed endo-karst benefits infiltration as well1.  
1.2 Purpose 
 
Several studies conducted by The Hispaniola Lakes Project team related the 
expansion of the lake with climate change variability. Comarazamy et al (2015) found 
that the average precipitation throughout Hispaniola has increased by around 50% in 
the last 30 years. In the region of the lake, the increment in precipitation has been 
near 30-40%, and also found that liquid water content has increase in the mountainous 
regions of the watershed. In addition Glenn et al (2015), found that since 1982 average 
sea surface temperature has (significantly) increased by about 0.5⁰ F (0.30 C, 
p<0.05). It is believed that a combination of meteorological and hydrological factors 
                                                          
1 Section 1.1.2 was translated and summarized from “Estudio Biogeomorfológico y Estado de 




causes the total lake surface area to increase. These factors are: 1) increased moisture 
in the lake area due to increased SSTs in the Caribbean, 2) increased runoff due to 
changes in land use and increased precipitation; 3) increasing fresh water production 
due to increased fog interception in the tropical montane cloud forest, and 4) increased 
frequency of tropical cyclones affecting the region. 
Ground based hydrometeorological observations for the higher elevations at 
Sierra de Bahoruco don’t exist, hence, the data obtained by the equipment installed 
by The Hispaniola Lake’s Project from CCNY is unique. Previous measurements are 
based in interpolation digital elevation model of precipitation and temperature based 
on ground stations around the Sierra (Martínez-Batlle, 2012). Additionally, water 
fluxes are being monitored in six specimens of Hispaniola Pine. Ecophysiology is 
important to determine the water production of the tropical montane cloud forest, 
however, the understanding of these forest are very limited (Losch, 2001). The 
available data of the forest is exclusive to the forest under study, hence the need to 
study each forest individually. With this information, the contribution to the water 
consumption of a catchment can be evaluated via up-scaling sap flow measurements 
to plot-scale and the whole forest (Küppers et al, 2008).  
The purpose of this research is to investigate the effects hydrometeorological 
drivers are having on the water balance of the tropical pine forest located in Sierra de 
Bahoruco in the Dominican Republic at two different elevations. Sap flow density, and 
plant growth are monitored in three pines (Pinus occidentalis) at each of two locations: 
Zapotén (elevation 1537 masl) and Loma del Toro (elevation 2355 masl) in the cloud 
forest. Accompanying (for a limited amount of time) measurements from co-located 
meteorological stations support assessment of local climate drivers. The goal of the 
project is to assess atmospheric patterns and vegetation physiology at the two 
elevations in Sierra de Bahoruco to support understanding of how local and regional 
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atmospheric conditions are affecting water use by the pine forest. Additionally, a 
remote sensing derived evapotranspiration product was used to assess ET at the 
catchment level in order to understand how this flux has changed in the last decade 
and how it is related to climate change signals in the Caribbean. The hypothesis tested 
is that evapotranspiration values are decreasing at Lake Enriquillo Watershed. 
The methodology and experimental design will be found in section 2.0. Here, in 
section 2.1 the meteorological sensors installed are described, along with equations 
used to describe different water fluxes, such as VPD.  In section 2.0, a description of 
the sensors installed to monitor the water fluxes in the tree’s tissue will be found, 
along with the different vegetation indices used. Section 2.3 described how the MODIS 
Evapotranspiration global product works.  The results are found in section 3.0. First, 
a meteorological profile of both sierras is available in 3.1, and section 3.2 was 
dedicated to describe the vegetation profile, including forest structure, vegetation 
water fluxes and stand transpiration. Then, in section 3.3, the whole catchment 
evapotranspiration for different land classes and seasonalities was analyzed with the 
MODIS global product. The discussion and analysis of the results sections was done in 
section 4.0. Finally, in section 5.0 conclusions and recommendations for the future 
development of the project can be found. 
2.0 Methodology – Experiment Design 
  
Meteorological data was obtained from an array of twelve meteorological 
stations installed at Lake Enriquillo watershed. The stations at Sierra de Neiba were 
installed in 2012, and in Sierra de Bahoruco, in 2013. Table 2 contains a timeline with 
the available data per station for all working stations. Quantities like relative humidity 
and temperatures were directly obtained from the sensors, but other quantities like 




Table 2 Available meteorological data for Sierra de Neiba and Sierra de Bahoruco. The stations 
at Sierra de Neiba were installed one year before than the stations at Sierra de Bahoruco. 
Notice that the stations at Sierra de Bahoruco were only working at the same time from April 
to December, 2013. 
 Sap flow and plant growth data was obtained from vegetation sensors installed 
in three trees (per site) at Zapotén and Loma del Toro in Sierra de Bahoruco.  The 
data was collected from July 2014 to June 2015. In addition, forest structure is 
described in section 2.2.4 and stand transpiration in section 2.2.5. 
2.1 Meteorological Measurements  
 
 A total of twelve weather stations were installed and still functional across Lake 
Enriquillo watershed (Figure #1). One station is located in Jimaní (31 masl), nine in 
Sierra de Neiba and three in Sierra de Bahoruco: El Aguacate Military Post (1078 masl), 
Zapotén Park Ranger Station (1537 masl), and Loma del Toro (2355 masl). The focus 
of the project is on the stations at Jimaní and Sierra de Bahoruco, but an overview of 
the stations at Sierra de Neiba is also included. The main sensors that are going to be 
used are Hoboware’s temperature and relative humidity sensors and Hoboware’s 
precipitation gauges. Table 2 contains a summary of the data available at the 
catchment. The stations at Sierra de Neiba were installed in March 2012 and the 
stations at Sierra de Bahoruco were installed in March 2013. Any data gap in between 




2.1.1 Temperature and Relative humidity 
 
 Hoboware Temperature and Relative humidity sensors are installed at all 
locations. The outdoor sensors are weatherproof data logger. The relative humidity is 
designed to work in humid environments (onsetcomp.com). The instruments have a 
high degree accuracy, working at  a temperature range of -400 to 700C + 0.210C from 
00 to 500C, and a relative humidity range of 0-100% + 2.5% from 10% to 90% RH 




 Tipping bucket precipitation gauges are installed for all locations in Sierra de 
Bahoruco, connected to a Hoboware data logger. The instrument can record up to 
406.4 cm of rainfall at rates up to 12.7 cm/hr with an accuracy of + 1%, which is up 
to 2 cm/hr. The sensor works at temperature ranges of 00 to 50 0C (Data Login Rain 
Gauge, User’s Manual). The rainfall rates and duration can be calculated with the 
registered time and date stamp by the data logger (onsetcomp.com). 
2.1.3 Vapor Pressure Deficit (VPD) 
 
Vapor pressure deficit (VPD) is defined as the difference between the actual 
vapor pressure and the saturation vapor pressure. Vapor pressure is directly related 
to temperature and moisture content in the atmosphere. A higher value of VPD 
indicates that more water vapor is needed to reach the saturation point for a certain 
temperature. For the trees, this means that the transfer of water vapor from the plant 
tissue to the air will be stimulated and transpiration will occur with ease. On the 
contrary, when the values of VPD are low, transpiration is hindered. VPD is a more 
convenient measurement of water content in the air than relative humidity because it 
gives an absolute value of moisture at a certain temperature and how much moisture 
is needed to reach equilibrium (Prenger & Ling). 
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Different approximations have been made to obtain a formula for saturation 
water vapor with an acceptable level of accuracy between a wide range of temperature, 
all derived from the Clausius-Clayperon equation (Equation 1).    







Lv: latent heat of vaporization 
es: saturation vapor pressure 
α: specific volume of water vapor 
T: temperature [K] 
 
The World Meteorological Organization (WMO) recommended the use of the revised 
Goff and Gratch (GG) equation from 1946 (Equation 2).  
 
𝑙𝑜𝑔10𝑉𝑃 𝑆𝐴𝑇 = 10.79574 (1 −
273.16
𝑇




+1.50475𝑥10−4 [1 − 108.2969(1−
𝑇
273.16⁄ )] 
−0.42873𝑥10−3 [1 − 104.76955(1−
273.16
𝑇⁄ )] + 0.78614 
 
𝑇 = [𝐶0] 
𝑇𝑠: boiling point at 1 atm 
𝑉𝑃𝑆𝐴𝑇: saturation vapor pressure 
 
However, because of the complexity of the equation, Alduchov & Eskridge (1995) 
developed an approximation of the Magnus equation (Equation 3) with accuracy values 
within the range of the GG equation (Figure 3).                                
Equation 3 
𝑉𝑃𝑆𝐴𝑇 = 𝑐𝑒
𝑎𝑇 (𝑏+𝑇)⁄  






𝑉𝑃𝑎𝑖𝑟: actual vapor pressure 
 





It is important to mention that the error associated with the inaccuracy of the 
equations is smaller than the error due to the instruments (Elliott and Gaffen, 1993 as 
cited form Alduchov & Eskridge, 1995). The relative error found for a range of 
temperature between -400 to +500 C was less than 0.384% when compared to the GG 
equation. For these reasons, the Magnus equation (Equation 4) was used to calculate 
VPD in this research. The only independent variable in the vapor pressure equation is 
temperature.  
Equation 4 
































𝑅𝐻 = [%] 
𝑉𝑃𝐷 = [𝑃𝑎] 
 
 RH: Relative humidity 
VPD: Vapor Pressure Deficit 
 
 Figure 3 Relationship between the VPD at Zapotén calculated with the Goff-Gratch 
and the Magnus Equation. The plot demonstrates that the difference between the 




As the Magnus equation shows, vapor pressure increases exponentially (Figure 
4) with temperature. If the relative humidity is held constant and only the temperature 







VPD was calculated for the three highest stations at Sierra de Bahoruco for the period 
of April to November, 2013 using relative humidity and temperature from the 
Hoboware meteorological sensors. This is the only time all stations at the site were 
working simultaneously. VPD was also calculated for Zapotén from July to October, 
2014 to compare this variable with the other hydrometeorological and vegetation 
water fluxes parameters. For Sierra de Neiba, it was calculated for all stations for all 
the period of available data (Table 1). 
2.1.4 Cloud interception 
  
 Along with precipitation, forest interception, and any water added from Yaque 






























Vapor Pressure Change with Temperature 
(Magnus Equation)
Figure 4. Relationship between saturation vapor pressure and 
temperature for the range of temperature observed at Zapotén. The 
curve shows that the saturation vapor pressure increases 





considered to be one important contributor factor to the water balance equation of 
Lake Enriquillo (Cocco-Quezada, 2009).  
 Cloud interception is defined as “the condensation of water vapor from the air 
onto the terrestrial surface” (Jarvis, 2000). Other names uses for this phenomenon 
are horizontal precipitation, occult precipitation, fog catchment, or fog interception. 
Later, the intercepted water is either evaporated to the atmosphere or it will drop to 
the soil. Generally, cloud interception can occur whenever the air is saturated, but the 
rate of catchment will depend on the effectiveness of the vegetation at condensing 
water vapor. In other words, cloud interception is a function of area, structure and 
aerodynamic smoothness, which are the meteorological conditions.  
 Cloud interception is particular to every forest, since each forest has it owns 
prevailing atmospheric conditions and vegetation types. According to a variety of 
studies (as cited by Jarvis, 2000), cloud interception contribution to the annual 
precipitation varies from as little as 2% to as much as 70%. The typical instrument 
that is used to measure fog catchment is called the mesh collector, an instrument 
which is designed in a similar manner as the fog catcher located in Zapotén and Loma 
del Toro. This type of instrument considers potential fog interception, but it doesn’t 
consider “the effects of complex and variable interception surfaces” (Jarvis, 2000). The 
fog catchers located at Zapotén and Loma del Toro were designed to catch only 
horizontal precipitation by protecting the sensor’s surface with a ceiling. The water is 
collected using a precipitation tipping bucket as described in section 2.1.2 
 The vegetation factors that contribute to cloud interception are leaf area index, 
stem density and epiphyte biomass. In some cases, leaf wetness sensors are used to 
estimate cloud interception by taking into account the following assumptions: a 
positive gain in leaf wetness by discarding any rainy day, and surface properties of the 
sensor that are similar to the vegetated material. 
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2.2 Vegetation Parameters 
 
 For the highest elevations at Sierra de Bahoruco, Zapotén (1537 m) and Loma 
del Toro (2355 m), three trees are being investigated by site. A Granier style sap flow 
sensor, a dendrometer and a thermistor are installed for each of three trees. Data has 
been collected since July 2014 without interruptions. The sensors are connected to a 
DL2 e data logger powered with a 12 V battery solar charged.  
 
Figure 5. Study site at Loma del Toro (2355 m). The weather station is located at the right 
side of the picture and the data logger and vegetation sensor are observed in the background 
at the left side. 
 
 
2.2.1 Sap flow 
 
Sap flow is defined as the transport of water and nutrients by the xylem of the 
plant from the roots to the branches of the tree. The outer trunk of a tree is called the 
sapwood, an area of dynamically growing cells where sap flows (Wilson et al. 2001 & 
Delzon et al. 2004). Sap flow has been used to study ecosystems and understand their 
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water use, storage and transpiration for forests dominated by hardwood species and 
to investigate their relationship to environmental parameters (Wilson et al. 2001 & 
Delzon et al. 2004). Sap flow is only one of the methods used to estimate transpiration 
from the tree’s canopy. The advantages of using sap flow is that it provides temporal 
and spatial details with enough resolution to understand physiological parameters and 
the influence of hydrometeorological variables to the transpiration process. It is also 
useful because it is not affected by the complexity of the terrain or the heterogeneity 
of the forest species (Wilson et al. 2000). Sap flow is strongly dependent on VPD (Ford 
et al. 2004), but it is also affected by other climatic and environmental variables. Other 
atmospheric and hydrological variables that affect it are temperature, wind speed, 
solar radiation, rainfall, and leaf wetness (O’Brien et al, 2004). Additional 
environmental parameters that control the water flow is the size of the tree, hydraulic 
and crown architecture, leaf size and shape and other physiological characteristics 
(Andrade et al. 1998).  
There are some limitations when using sap flow to estimate evapotranspiration 
of a water catchment. In the first place, it only measures transpiration, not taking into 
account soil evaporation and interception by the tree’s canopy. Whitehead and Jarvis 
(1981) also mention that scaling the transpiration to the whole canopy from tall trees 
containing a considerable volume of sapwood could be problematic because there is a 
time lag associated to stored water in the sapwood. Another possible error that have 
to be taken into account is the radial gradients in the sapwood when extrapolating to 
other trees, particularly when considering trees with age difference (Clearwater et al. 
1999 & Wilson et al. 2000). Additionally, not considering nocturnal sap flow can results 
in underestimation of the real transpiration value from the forest canopy. Sap flow 
during night occurs in period of intense soil dryness, night time water movement for 
internal growth or restoration of the internal water reservoir of the tree (LU et al., 
1995; Goldsten et al, 1998 as cited from Lu et al. 2004).  
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The technique used to obtain sap flow measurement in the field is commonly 
referred as the Granier or thermal dissipation probe (TDP) method (Lu et al, 2004). 
The design was developed in 1985 by Dr. André Granier from the “Centre de 
Recherches Forestières”, France. This method has been widely used by forest 
hydrologist and ecologists because it has a high degree of accuracy and relatively low 
cost when compared to other methods (Lu et al. 2004). The construction of the sensor 
is explained in detail in Lu et al. (2004) publication and it is summarized here. The 
Granier system is constituted by two sensor probes. The first one contains a heating 
element which works as the effective sensing part of the probe, which is 2.0 cm long. 
This probe is coiled around a steel needle that contains a thermocouple made of 
copper-constantan. The temperature difference between the two copper wire ends is 
obtained by connecting the two ends of the thermocouple from the constantan side.  
The two probes are then inserted radially into the tree’s stem leaving a distance of 10 
to 15 cm. The upper probe, often called downstream probe is heated continuously with 
a constant power of 0.2 W and the upstream probe (lower probe) is not heated in 
order to measure the regular temperature of the wood tissue. The difference in 
temperature between the two probes is influenced by the heat dissipation effect of sap 
flow (Lu et al. 2004). 
It is assumed that the input of heat by the Joule effect (Joule’s first law) is 
equal to the amount of dissipated heat at the boundaries of the probe if the system is 
at equilibrium with its surroundings (Equation 5a). (Granier, 1985, Cabibel and Do, 
1991 as cited by Lu et al. 2004).  
 
 
h: coefficient of heat exchange [W-m2/0C] 
h0: thermal exchange coefficient when sap flow is zero 
α,β: coefficients depending on the heat applied 
Fd: sap flow density [m3-m2/s1] 
 
Equation 5 






The coefficient h is related to sap flow velocity (Equation 6).  
Equation 6 
ℎ𝑆(𝑇 − 𝑇𝑓) = R𝐼
2 
 
T: temperature of the probe [0C] 
Tf: temperature of the wood in the absence of heating [0C] 
R: electrical Resistance [Ω] 
I: Intensity of the current: [A] 
 
When only conductive heat is lost, it is assumed that the sap flow is zero when 






S: exchange surface area [m2] 
 




Finally, combining all terms, Equation 9 is obtained that established the sap 















Experiments conducted by Granier in 1985 determined empirical relationship 
of sap flow independent of the tree species. The sap flow sensor actually measures 
 
𝛥𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥: maximum temperature difference between the probes 
















potential difference 𝛥𝑉, however, a conversion into temperature is not necessary 
because the conversion factor is cancelled out. Consequently, sap flow density can be 
calculated using only the measured voltage (potential difference) following the 







𝑚2⁄ ∗ 𝑠] 
 
(Units of hydro-active xylem area) 
 
To obtain a feasible estimate of the actual water consumption of the tree, it is 
necessary to obtain all the cross-sectional area of sapwood. Tree coring can be used 
to obtain such depth, considering that the inserted needle into the stem is only 2.0 cm 
long. It is assumed that the sap flowing deeper than the first 2.0 cm of the sapwood 
is the same as the outer sap flow. However, this assumption is not always true since 
variations in 𝐹𝑑 exist in all the cross-sectional area of the sapwood. (Lu et al. 2004. In 
fact, Meinzer et al. (2001) suggested that the inaccuracies obtained in the transpiration 
scaling process are the result also of the uncertainty in the hydroactive xylem area 
aside from the radial variation in 𝐹𝑑.  
 






Figure 6.  Sap flow sensor diagram (Source: Retrieved from www.plantsensors.com). Two 2.0 cm 
needles are inserted in the tree trunks, one heated by a constant power source.  The difference in 




Sap flow sensors were installed in three trees Zapotén (1537 masl) and other 
three in Loma del Toro (2355 masl). Figure 6 contains a diagram that explain how the 
sensors are inserted to the tree and connected to a constant power source. The sensors 
are working without interruptions since July 2014 to date. However, only one sensor 
was working in Loma del Toro and the other two needed to be replace and no data is 
available for those trees. The thermocouples are connected in series to a constant 
power source and a data logger following the indications from Granier. To obtain the 
value when sap flow is zero a baseline was calculate using the Baseliner 3.0 Software 
from the C-H2O Ecology Duke University website. The conditions used by this software 
to determine the zero baseline are: low Solar Radiation (< 0.6 W/m2), low VPD (less 
than 200 Pa) and stable differential temperature gradient. The sap flow density value 
is also calculate using Equation 10 by this software. The procedure was verified by 
using an algorithm written by PhD student, Armin Niessner, from the “Institut für 
Botanik, Universität Hohenheim” at Germany. The results from both methods were 
very similar, but only the one created at Hohenheim will be used here.   
2.2.3 Dendrometer: Change in cell radius  
 
 
Figure 7. Dendrometer installed in the sapwood of Pinus occidentalis at Loma del Toro, Sierra 
de Bahoruco, Dominican Republic. 
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Figure 7 shows one of the dendrometers installed in one of the pines in Sierra 
de Bahoruco. A dendrometer is an instrument used to measure plant growth radially. 
The data obtained by the dendrometers is used to study the reactions of plants to the 
environment at a high temporal resolution. The data is measured hourly and allows 
the direct assignment of plant response to environmental variables such as 
meteorological or hydrological parameters. In combination with sap flow 
measurement, dendrometers are used to estimate the water content in plants 
(ecomatic.de). 
A dendrometer was installed at all three trees in both sites. The capacity of the 
installed dendrometer is 5.0 kΩ and they are installed in the heartwood with a special 
screw of 1 cm length (ecomatik.de). The changes in the resistance value correspond 
to a change in the radius of the xylem cells, indicating radial growth or shrinking. Using 
the relation between the resistance and length of the screws a relationship can be 
derived to obtain the radius change of the cell: 
Equation 11 
5 𝑘Ω = 1 𝑐𝑚 
Equation 12 
1 Ω = 2 µ𝑚 
 
The first value registered is set as the reference point, and it was set to be 0 µm 
(Figure 8). At any point, if the value registered is less than the previous point, then it 
is interpreted as cell shrinking meaning than the tree is losing water. On the contrary, 
when the values are higher than any reference point, it indicates growing or recovery 
of the stem cells. A tree that is continuously growing, will show values considerably 
larger than the reference point during a long period of time, like tree Zapoten-A, in 





Figure 8 A) Data obtained from a dendrometer.  The first value was set as zero to obtain the 
relative growth of the plant. The difference between the maximum and minimum value of the 
curve determine how much the tree grew during the study period. B) Zoom in of the first 1000 
hours of the data from the dendrometer. Notice that the first value was set as zero. Local 
maximum indicate that the cells are recharge with water, while local minimum indicate loss of 
water.  
 There are different indices that can be derived from the dendrometers to 
investigate the water consumption of the trees at a time scale of one day.  







𝑑𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 = 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑚𝑜𝑟𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔 − 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 
 
and it can be interpreted as the how much water the tree is losing (negative values) 
or gaining during the day (positive values). The second index is the stem radius 
change, defined as 
Equation 14 
𝑆𝑡𝑒𝑚 𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑢𝑠 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 = 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑚𝑜𝑟𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔 − 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑚𝑜𝑟𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑏𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒 
 
 
and it can be interpreted as the daily growth of the tissue of the cells in the stem. 
Morning time is defined as the time between 12 am and 12 pm. 
2.2.4 Forest Structure 
 
 Forest biometry parameters were measured at both locations to obtain 
statistical knowledge of the vegetation population characteristics. First, circular plots 
were created. Circular plots are preferred on forest stands were the trees are not 
uniformly distributed, such as native forest (The Farmer’s Log, 1999). The radius of 
the circle equals (approximately) the average height of the trees in the plot. From a 
fixed center point, the distance to the stem of the trees was measured using a 
measuring tape. The diameter breast height (DBH, in cm), which is the diameter of 
the tree at approximately 1.4 m (The Farmer’s Log, 1999) of the mean soil height was 
measured with a special tape that convert circumference to diameter directly. Only 
trees with a DBH greater than 6 cm were included in the measurements. In addition, 
the azimuth (the angle at which the tree is located in respect to the magnetic north 
pole) was also obtained. The height of the tree stem and the tree crown was measured 
using a Laser Technology TruPulse 200 Laser Rangefinder. The instrument measures 
horizontal, vertical, slope distance and inclination to determine the height of the tree. 
With these values, the Tree Basal Area and the density or stocking rate of the trees in 
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the forest can be calculated. Tree Basal Area (BA, in m2) is defined as the cross-
sectional area at breast height (Equation 15). 
Equation 15 













 To measure the canopy area, a spherical densiometer was used. The instrument 
consists of a convex or concave mirror with twenty four ¼” squares engraves on the 
surface. The user most subdivide the squares into four equal smaller squares, giving 
a total of 96 dots. The instrument has to be hold away from the body to avoid the 
reflection of the user in the mirror. The operator count the number of dots that are 
NOT covered by vegetation. The number of squares is then multiply by the factor 1.04 
to obtain the percent of overhead area not occupied by canopy. Hence, to obtain the 
estimated overstory density of the canopy, subtract this number from 100%. The back 
of the operator is positioned again the stem of the tree. The statistical significance of 
the instrument relies in the user doing four different measurements around a tree 
(north, east, south, west) and then calculate the average of the measurement (Using 
Forest Densiometers, Forestry Suppliers, Inc.).  
 In addition to the circular plot, a linear transect sketch was created. The length 
of the transect equals the diameter of the circular plot. The drawing contains 
information of the tree species that inhabit the Pine forest. Most of these species are 
epiphytes, small bushes, any nonnative tree or young pines which diameter don’t 
exceed 6 cm. Information about the shape or slope of the terrain and shape of the 
crowns was also included in the transect plot.  
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2.2.5 Stand Transpiration 
 
 Stand transpiration was performed by up-scaling sap flow from individual’s 
trees into the canopy. For the scaling to be statistically important, at least six trees 
are needed to be monitored per plot. Since only three trees are being monitored at 
Zapotén and only one was providing sap flow data at Loma del Toro, this exercise will 
only be useful as a first approximation or to gain some understanding of the 
transpiration processes in the Pine Forest.  
 Extrapolation from sap flow of individuals trees to a plot or forest scale is a 
function of the sum of sap flows of the measured trees. Additionally, parameters such 
as sapwood area, crown projection, basal area, leaf area index, tree height, plant 
species and soil characteristics have an effect on the sap flow values. The resultant 
stand transpiration, Ec is given by equation: 
Equation 17 
𝐸𝐶 = 𝐹𝑆𝑃,𝑋̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ · ∑ 𝑆𝑃𝑖
𝑛




Where, F: sap flow, SP: structural parameter (basal area, crown projection, or 
sapwood area), and 𝐴𝑏 is the basal area. 
 In this case, forest transpiration was calculated based on basal area, since 
sapwood area is currently unavailable. The steps were: 
1. Sum hourly sap flow density to obtain daily total. 
2. Multiply mean basal area by daily sap flow, and by the numbers of trees in 
the stand. 
3. Calculate the average sap flow for the forest. 
4. Divide by the area of the circular plot to obtain transpiration for the forest. 




2.3 MODIS Evapotranspiration Global Product 
 
The Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer onboard NASA’s Terra 
and Aqua Satellite  provides the data regarding surface energy and vegetation 
characteristics used regionally and globally to estimate the different components of 
evapotranspiration (ET). The instrument delivers high radiometric sensitivity in a total 
of 36 spectral bands with a wavelength range from 0.4 to 14.4 µm 
(modis.gsfc.nasa.gov). Using MODIS data, the global evapotranspiration product was 
created by Qiaozhen Mu from the Department of Ecosystem and Conservation Sciences 
from The University of Montana. This is the first land surface global product available 
with a resolution of 1 km2. The algorithm was developed by Mu and his Numerical 
Terradynamic Simulation Group in 2007, but an improved version was released in 
2011. The algorithm calculates evapotranspiration by dividing the process into a list of 
components in order to obtain a best estimate: “(1) calculation of the vegetation cover 
fraction, (2) calculating ET as the sum of daytime and nighttime components, (3) soil 
heat flux calculation, (4) estimates of stomatal conductance, (5) separating dry canopy 
surface from wet to consider interception, and (6) dividing soil surface into saturated 
wet surface and moist surface” (Mu et al. 2011). This algorithm was validated using 
eddy covariance towers for different type of forests including evergreen needle-leaf 
forests (correlation coefficient: 0.28-0.89) and evergreen broadleaf forest (correlation 
coefficient: 0.61-0.74) which are the two type of forest found in Sierra de Bahoruco. 
It has to be mentioned that there is uncertainty with the accuracy of this 
product. One of the major causes that may cause differences between the calculated 
ET from the algorithm and the ET measured by the eddy covariance towers is the bias 
introduced from the MODIS product itself. For example, the Leaf Area Index (LAI) 
values are higher than the measured at ground level. Heinsch et al. (2006) explained 
that about 48% of the MODIS LAI estimate lay outside of the estimates based on field 
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optical measurements. Overestimate of the leaf area index may result in 
overestimation of the ET. Also, Mu et al, (2011) suggest that inaccuracies in PAR by 
MODIS FPAR will result in inaccuracies in ET.  Eddy covariance towers also introduces 
an error of 10-30% based on comparison with nearby towers or other sensors used to 
calculate evapotranspiration (Glen, Morino et al, 2008b as cited by Mu et al, 2011). 
The data to calculate Evapotranspiration was downloaded from the MODIS 
Global Evapotranspiration Project, University of Montana (tile: v7 h11). Monthly data 
is available from 2000 to 2014. A fifteen years climatology was constructed for 
Hispaniola using ArcMap and QGIS. Seasons were divided based on rain: dry season 
from December to March, early rainfall season from April to July, and late rainfall 
season from August to November. The year and seasonal anomalies were calculated 
using the Raster Calculator by subtracting the average to the actual value of each map 
(Equation #18). 
Equation 18 
𝐸𝑇𝐴𝑁𝑂𝑀𝐴𝐿𝑌 = 𝐸𝑇𝐴𝐶𝑇𝑈𝐴𝐿 − 𝐸𝑇̅̅ ̅̅  
3.0 Results 
 
3.1 Meteorological Profile 
 
 The meteorological profile at Sierra de Neiba shows an expected behavior for a 
forest in a tropical region (Table 3). First, temperatures decrease with elevation, and 
relative humidity increases as elevation increases. For VPD, it can be seen that the 
driest location is Los Pinos, and its decrease with elevation as well. Flag Point, located 
in the Broadleaf Cloud Forest has the lowest VPD value (lower than any location at 





The focus of this project is in Sierra de Bahoruco, and the variables are that 
locations are discussed in depth in this section. The temperature profile (Figure 9) is 
almost constant through the months across the Sierra. For the lowest site the mean 
temperature varies from 28 to 30 0C. The maximum value was registered in the month 
of August. For El Aguacate, the temperature ranges from 19 to 21 0C. For Zapotén, 
the temperature varies from 16 to 18 0C. For Loma del Toro, the range of temperature 
is from 12 to 14 0C. Temperature decreases with elevation with a lapse rate value of 
8.6 0C/km between Jimaní and El Aguacate, 6.5 0C/km between El Aguacate and 
Zapotén, and 4.9 0C/km between Zapotén and Loma del Toro. The mean lapse rate 
for Sierra de Bahoruco is 6.9 0C/km for the rainy season of 2013, a 3% difference in 
respect to the lapse rate at Sierra de Neiba and this value. 
Table 3 Meteorological summary of selected stations at Sierra de Neiba. Temperature decreases 
with elevation and relative humidity increases with elevation. VPD is lower at Flag Point, located 




Figure 9. Temperature profile of Sierra de Bahoruco for 2013 for the Rainy Season. Source: 
Meteorological data collected directly from weather stations at the locations. 
Precipitation (Figure 10) in the Sierra increases with elevation until reaching 
Zapotén, when it starts decreasing. Measured precipitation values are lower for Jimaní, 
with a maximum of precipitation reported in May and minimum values observed in 
April and November. Then, for El Aguacate, precipitation values are considerable 
higher than Jimaní, with a maximum of value of 248 mm recorded in July. The highest 
precipitation of the Sierra is seen at Zapotén, reporting a maximum value of 425 mm 
in July and higher values than the other locations for all months, except August, when 
El Aguacate reported 51 mm more precipitation than Zapotén. Finally, at the highest 
elevation of the Sierra, Loma del Toro recorded precipitation values that are always 
smaller than Zapotén, and generally smaller than El Aguacate, except for the months 
of May and September. Additionally, in October Loma del Toro reported only 6.0 mm 
less precipitation than El Aguacate. For all the stations, the least rainy months were 
November and April, which are the months bordering the Caribbean dry season. 
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Temperature during Rainy Season for Sierra de 
Bahoruco (2013)




Figure 10. Precipitation profile of Sierra de Bahoruco for 2013 for the Rainy Season. Source: 
Meteorological data collected directly from weather stations in the locations. 
Relative humidity (Figure 11) was used to determine cloud coverage probability 
in the Sierra higher locations (Zapotén and Loma del Toro). Relative humidity was 
always lower for Jimaní with mean values 16 to 22% lower than the higher elevations. 
In general, the mean relative humidity is higher in Zapotén than the other locations, 
except for April when Loma del Toro reported a value 1% higher. During June and July, 





















































Monthly Precipitation during Rainy Season for 
Sierra de Bahoruco (2013)




Figure 11. Temperature profile of Sierra de Bahoruco for 2013 for the Rainy Season. Source: 
Meteorological data collected directly from weather stations in the locations. 
Vapor pressure deficit (Figure 12) average and maximum value were calculated 
for the higher sites in Sierra de Bahoruco, where the tree’s sensors are installed. In 
general, VPD values are higher in Loma del Toro than Zapotén. However, mean VPD 
is higher in Zapotén for April and August, and the value is equal for both locations in 
November. Maximum VPD is almost always higher for Loma del Toro, except for May 
when Zapotén maximum VPD is higher, and April, when the maximum value is the 
same at both locations. 
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Monthly Relative humidity (average) during Rainy 
Season for Sierra de Bahoruco (2013) 




Figure 12. Vapor Pressure Deficit profile of Sierra de Bahoruco for 2013 for the Rainy Season. 
Source: Meteorological data collected directly from weather stations in the locations. 
Table 4 shows a summary of the meteorological variables measured and 
calculated for the weather stations at Sierra de Bahoruco.  
 
 
The summary shows that mean temperature decreases with elevation, and that there 
is a difference of 16 0C between Jimaní (31 m) and Loma del Toro (2355 m), 76% 
difference. For precipitation, the values increases with elevation until reaching 
Zapotén, then they start to decrease with elevation. There is a 145% difference 













































VPD During Rainy Season (2013) for Zapotén (1537 
m) and Loma del Toro (2355 m)
Mean Z Max Z Mean L Max L
Table 4 Meteorological profile summary at Sierra de Bahoruco. VPD is the lowest at Zapotén 
which is part of the cloud forest. 
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52% more precipitation than Loma del Toro. Mean relative humidity is higher for 
Zapotén, followed by Loma del Toro, then El Aguacate with mean values higher than 
85%. For relative humidity, the percentage of difference between Jimaní and Zapotén 
is 34%, and 8% between Zapotén and Loma del Toro. In addition, Loma del Toro has 
a higher VPD value than Zapotén, with a difference of 0.2 hPa or 15% difference. 
Cloud probability was calculated for the three higher elevations at Sierra de 
Bahoruco (Figure 14). Jimaní was excluded because it never reported a relative 
humidity value higher than 90%. The cloud probability was determined using the 
formula (Jarvis, 2000) 
      Equation 19 
𝑃(𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑢𝑑)𝑡 =




in which f is the frequency, RH is relative humidity and x is the total number of 
measured points. First, the cloud probability was calculated for four different 
percentages: 90, 95, 97 and 100% (Figure 14). This is due to the fact that the 
Hoboware sensors have an accuracy of + 3% for values lower of 90%. In order to 
calculate the cloud probability that is used for analysis with the other water fluxes, the 
97% value is used. Zapotén is the cloudiest or foggiest site in Sierra de Bahoruco. 
Only at the 100% saturation count Loma del Toro showed a higher frequency than 
Zapotén. For the 97%, Zapotén showed a frequency of only 3% higher than Loma del 
Toro. For the 95%, the difference was 8% greater frequency for Zapotén. Finally, for 
the 90%, the difference between the sites was 11% greater frequency for Zapotén as 
well. El Aguacate never showed a frequency greater than the other two sites. 
 The probability of clouds for any given hour of the day was plotted (Figure 15). 
The maximum probability was about 60% for both sites, but at different times of the 
day. The cloud probability pattern is opposite for the sites, with a maximum value 
reported at 10 am for Zapotén, and at 11 pm for Loma del Toro. The probability is 
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equal for both sites at 4 am and 4 pm, with a value of 40% for the former and 30% 
for the latter. When Zapotén has its maximum at 10 am, Loma del Toro has its 
minimum, with a probability of 10%. The minimum at Zapotén is about 20% at 12 am, 
one hour after Loma del Toro reaches its maximum. 
 
Figure 13. Different relative humidity values used to estimate cloud coverage in Sierra de 
Bahoruco. The values were selected based on the level of accuracy of the Hoboware sensors. 
 
Figure 14. Probability of clouds at a given time of the day for Zapotén and Loma del Toro. The 



























Count of Saturation in Sierra de Neiba during 
the Rainy Season (2013) 
RH (100 %) RH (>97%) RH(>95%) RH(>90%)
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 For fog interception, the fog catcher detected only 5.6 mm/year, or 0.3% of 
the gross annual rainfall at Zapotén. For Loma del Toro, it detected 26 mm/year, or 
2.5 % of gross annual rainfall. 
3.2 Vegetation Profile 
 
Figure 15. Land Use Map of Lake Enriquillo. The forest at the top are located inside Sierra de 
Neiba and the forest at the bottom are inside Sierra de Bahoruco, where the vegetation water 
fluxes are being monitored. Source: Shapefiles obtained from INTEC. 
 
 The land use map shown in Figure 16 shows the presence of the different forest 
types in the Lake Enriquillo Watershed. At Sierra de Bahoruco, the main forest types 
observed are the open conifer forest, broadleaf cloud forest, and dense conifer forest. 
However, these forests, occupy about 15% of the total area of the watershed. At the 
lower elevation of the sierra, the principal cover is the dry forest. The northern sierra, 
Sierra de Neiba, has a broadleaf cloud forest at the northern edge of the watershed. 
The rest of the sierra is used for mix agriculture and there are small patches of 
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broadleaf semi humid forest. Around Lake Enriquillo, most of the terrain is covered 
with dry bushes, and some of the land is also used for agricultural purpose.  
3.2.1 Pine Forest Structure 
 
 Circular plots that were done at Zapotén and Loma del Toro. At Loma del Toro, 
a total of 45 trees were measured inside a 15 m radius, which center is located at 
latitude 18.28989 0N and longitude 71.71621 0W.  
 
Figure 16 Forest plots at Sierra de Bahoruco shows the tree distribution and density of the 
forest at: (Left) Loma del Toro (r=15m) and (right) Zapotén (r=25m).  
The measured parameters are detailed in the appendix in section 6.1 in Table 15 and 
16. For Zapotén, 52 trees were measured inside a 25 m radius, which center is located 
at latitude 18.312900N and longitude 71.70690 0W. Similarly, the measured 
parameters are detailed in the appendix in Table 17. The tree density and distribution 
are observed in Figure 17. The forest at Loma del Toro appears to be denser, with 637 
tree/he (Table 5), which is more than double than the amount for Zapotén, 265 
tree/he. However, the trees at Zapotén are taller, averaging a height of 17.9 m, while 
the trees at Loma del Toro averages a height of 11.2 m. Trees at Zapotén are almost 
twice as thick; at Zapotén the Diameter Brest Height averages 28.2 cm, while at Loma 
del Toro averages 15.6 cm. The size of the tree crowns are also greater at Zapotén, 
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averaging 10.6 m; and at Loma del Toro, 6.8 m. In terms of canopy closure, the 
overstory density and average crown width were very similar for both locations. 
Zapotén leaf coverage was denser than Loma del Toro, with an overstory density of 
about 65% and near 60% for Loma del Toro. The average crown width was 2.27 m for 
Zapotén and 2.23 for Loma del Toro. 
Another aspect of the forest plots is the type of vegetation found. At Loma del Toro, 
all the trees with a diameter greater than 6 cm were Hispaniola pines. However, at 
Zapotén, there were other agricultural trees, but they only constitute around 10% of 







           Table 5 Biometry parameters calculated per site. Trees at Zapotén are taller, thicker 
and a little denser than the trees at Loma del Toro.  
3.2.2 Vegetation Water fluxes and Hydrometeorological Parameters 
 
 There was a brief period of time at Zapotén (July-October, 2014) where both 
the meteorological station and the vegetation sensors were fully functional. During this 
time, it was possible to study the vegetation water fluxes and their relationship with 
hydrometeorological drivers such as VPD and estimated cloud coverage (Figure 23).  
Table 5 Biometry Parameters 
Biometry Parameters Zapotén Loma del Toro 
Average Tree height 17.9 m 11.2 m 
Average DBH 28.2 cm 15.6 cm 
Tree Basal Area/Tree 0.25 m2 .08 m2 
Average Crown Height 10.6 m 6.8 m 
Canopy Closure 33.93 % 41.08 % 
Overstory density 66.07 % 58.92 % 
Tree/Hectare 265 637 




Figure 17. Vegetation water fluxes analyzed in respect to VPD and estimated cloud coverage 
for all trees in Zapotén. 
First, it can be seen that sap flow and VPD have a maximum to maximum 
relationship (both quantities show a maximum almost at the same time). Almost every 
time sap flow approaches zero, so does VPD. It has to be noticed that there are 
exceptions to this rule, as Figure #23 shows from the dates September 26th to 29th. 
The radius change shows a maximum to minimum relationship with VPD that it is more 
clear to see during the big peaks in the figure (they can be seen at September 15, 16, 
18, 20, 22, and 24). This behavior is repetitive for all trees.  
 In addition, the vegetation water fluxes can also be compared with the cloud 
coverage. The first aspect to notice is that almost every time there is presence of 
clouds, sap flow approaches zero. There are some exceptions as well, like September 
18, 19, and 26. There are also some cases when sap flow reported low values and 
clouds were not detected, like September 22, and 25.  As with VPD, the behavior of 
the water fluxes during days with cloud coverage is similar for all trees. On the other 
hand, precipitation was also analyzed. However, the values of precipitation were to 
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low and scarce to stablish any relationship between this variable and sap flow or radius 
change. 
 
Correlations and associated R2 values of VPD and the other fluxes were 
computed to compare VPD with the different vegetation water fluxes (Table 6) for the 
dates when both the weather station and the vegetation sensors were operational 
(July-October, 2014).  The R2 of the fluxes were computed for maximum, mean, and 
mean during day time VPD statistics parameters. The best values are observed 
between the quantities VPD and daily shrinkage for the different statistics parameters 
of VPD. Tree A shows the higher correlation values and Tree B shows the lowest values. 
There is a negative correlation observed for all the VPD statistics parameters and stem 
radius change with values closer to -0.50 for Tree A and Tree B, and values close to -
0.30 for Tree C. Sap flow shows the lowest values of all the vegetation fluxes, with 
Tree A having the lowest absolute values, from 0.06 to 0.10. While Tree B and Tree C 
show similar absolute values for sap flow and VPD, the R2 sign is negative for Tree B 
and positive for Tree C. 
Table 6 R2 values for vegetation water fluxes and VPD for Zapotén 
VPD Max Tree A Tree B Tree C 
Daily Variability 0.83 0.71 0.74 
Stem Radius 
Change 
-0.50 -0.55 -0.32 
Sap flow 0.06 -0.27 0.26 
VPD Mean Tree A Tree B Tree C 
Daily Variability 0.73 0.58 0.64 
Stem Radius 
Change 
-0.51 -0.57 -0.36 
Sap flow 0.12 -0.26 0.31 
VPD Mean 
daytime 
Tree A Tree B Tree C 
Daily Variability 0.77 0.63 0.68 
Stem Radius 
Change 
-0.49 -0.54 0.35 




Table 6. R2 values for the vegetation water fluxes calculated for Zapotén using different statistics 












A similar analysis was done for the daily average of the fluxes, in order to 
compare the fluxes with the daily variability of the cells. Figure 18 shows normalized 
daily quantities of daily variability (green), stem radius change (blue) and sap flow 
 Figure 18. Daily time series of the vegetation water fluxes at Zapotén and Loma 
del Toro. The fluxes appear to have a relationship between them, but time lags 




(red) for the trees under study. For all trees at Zapotén, sap flow and daily variability 
show a maximum to maximum relationship (see Tree A, August 3-10), meaning that 
the maximum of both fluxes should occur in the same day. However, most of the time 
the fluxes are out of phase, with the peak for sap flow occurring before the daily shrink 
maximum. Additionally, daily variability and stem radius change generally show a 
maximum to minimum relationship (when one quantity shows its maximum, the other 
shows its minimum, like in Tree Zapoten-B, August 17) but they are also out of phase. 
In general, the valley of stem radius change occurs before the peak of the daily 
variability.  
The relationship between the sap flow (red line) and stem radius (blue) seems 
to be the most incoherent between the water fluxes; they don’t seem to visually exhibit 
any kind of relationship between each other. In some cases, they exhibit a maximum 
to maximum relationship (see August 10, Tree A), but in other cases their relationship 
appears to be similar to a maximum to minimum (see August 24, Tree A). As with the 
other fluxes, they also appear to be out of phase, but don’t follow a noticeable pattern. 
This behavior repeats for all the trees at Zapotén and Loma del Toro. Finally, stem 
radius change and sap flow shows a maximum to maximum relationship (see August 
10, Loma del Toro-B). A time lag exists between these two quantities, with the sap 
flow peak normally occurring before the stem radius peak.  
 
 
Table 7 R2 values for the vegetation water fluxes 
Zapotén (1537 m) Tree A Tree B Tree C 
Daily Shrinkage vs Stem Radius Change -0.26 -0.24 -0.10 
Daily Shrinkage vs Sap Flow  0.02 -0.29  0.22 
Stem Radius change vs Sap flow -0.10  0.09 -0.06 
Loma del Toro (2355 m) Tree A Tree B Tree C 
Daily Shrinkage vs Stem Radius Change -0.02 -0.08  0.23 
Daily Shrinkage vs Sap Flow   0.09  
Stem Radius change vs Sap flow -0.17 
Table 7. R2 values comparing the vegetation water fluxes at Zapotén and Loma del Toro. 




Table 7 shows correlations R2 values between the different vegetation water 
fluxes at both locations. The values are small for all quantities, with the biggest being 
|0.29| for Daily Shrinkage and Sap flow at Tree B at Zapotén. The majority of the R2 
values are below |0.10|. 
To further understand the time lag between the water fluxes, a cross-
correlation analysis was performed (but using an hourly time scale). The results (Table 
7) show that for most trees cell radius changes lag three hours behind sap flow, except 
for tree C at Zapotén, where the biggest coefficient was found at two hours. The 
coefficients are stronger for Zapotén, with values ranging approximately between |0.4-
0.5|, and only around |0.3| at Loma del Toro. 
Table 8 Cross-correlation between sap flow 




Tree AZ -0.4875 -3 
Tree BZ -0.3820 -3 
Tree CZ -0.5579 -2 
Tree BL -0.2877 -3 
                Table 8 Cross-correlation for sap flow and radius change at an hourly temporal 
scale. The results show that the maximum in radius chance occurs three hours after the 
maximum in sap flow. 
 
Figure 19. Cloud Probability and VPD at Zapotén compared with the average hourly sap flow of 





Figure 20. Cloud Probability and VPD at Loma del Toro compared with the average hourly sap 
flow of one tree. 
 
Figure 19 and 20 show the average flow for each hour of the day, along with 
the hourly cloud probability at both sites. By taking the typical value for each hour of 
the day, it can be seen that for all the trees in Zapotén (Figure 19), the maximum 
average sap flow occurs around 3 pm to 5 pm. When these quantities are compared 
to the cloud probability, the maximum in sap flow seems to occur about two hours 
after the maximum in cloud coverage. There is also a local minimum in cloud 
probability where trees A & B shows a second local maximum. The VPD curve stay 
relative constant between 3am to 3pm. The VPD starts to increase at the same time 
the sap flow reaches its maximum. For Loma del Toro, the maximum sap flow occurs 
at 12pm. This is about two hours after the minimum in cloud coverage is reached, at 
10 am, and three hours after the maximum in VPD is reaches, at 9 am.  
For the hourly radius change at Zapotén, which can be found in Figure 21, there 
is a minimum observed between 12 pm and 3 pm. The minimum coincides with the 
maximum in cloud probability. After this period, the maximum is reached during 
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nighttime around 6 to 7 pm. At this time, the VPD also increases, but is not at 
maximum, since the maximum value of VPD occurs at midnight. The behavior at Loma 
del Toro (Figure 22) does vary between each tree. For instance, for Tree A, there is a 
local maximum around 10 am, while the rest of the trees show a minimum at the same 
time. The maximum of Tree B and Tree C occur around 6 pm. The local minimum of 
Tree B and Tree C at 10 am coincide with the maximum in VPD and the minimum in 
cloud coverage probability, with both peaks occurring about at the same time.  
 
Figure 21. Cloud Probability and VPD at Zapotén compared with the average hourly radius 




Figure 22. Cloud Probability and VPD at Loma del Toro compared with the average hourly 
radius change of all the trees. 
In summary, the behavior of VPD and cloud probability are opposite for Zapotén 
and Loma del Toro. For Zapotén, the maximum in VPD occurs about midnight and the 
maximum in cloud coverage occurs during the day, at a period between 10 am and 12 
pm. For Loma del Toro, The maximum in VPD coincide with the minimum in cloud 
coverage, both occurring around 10 am. The minimum in VPD, however, occurs around 






Table 9. Mean summary of water fluxes calculated at Zapotén and Loma del Toro. Although 
mean sap flow is higher at Loma del Toro, but the dendrometer’s derived indices are greater 
for Zapotén. 
Comparing the daily vegetation water fluxes between the two locations (Table 
8), the mean quantities of change in growth, daily shrinkage and stem radius change 
are higher for Zapotén, while sap flow and total daily sap flow are higher at Loma del 
Toro. However, it has to be recalled that only one sap flow sensor, installed in Tree B, 
Table 9  Average vegetation water fluxes at Sierra de Bahoruco 
Quantity Zapotén Mean   Loma del Toro Mean 
Change in growth 1920 µm 1685 µm 
Daily Variability 103 µm 52 µm 
Stem Radius Change 7.9 µm 5 µm 
Sap flow 2.9  mL/min 3.4 mL/min 
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provided data to calculate this quantity.  The difference between the flows is: 13% for 
Change in growth, 23% for daily shrinkage, 45% for stem radius change and 16% for 
sap flow. 
3.2.4 Stand Transpiration 
 
The resultant transpiration based on basal area for the stands were 79 mm/year 
for Loma del Toro and 74 mm/year for Zapotén. When compared with the MODIS 
Evapotranspiration, in the next section (3.3), the values obtained from up-scaling sap 
flow are more or less in the same magnitude as those from MODIS. Average forest ET 
(MODIS) is 118 mm/year, which means that sap flow based transpiration is about 63% 
for Zapotén and 67% of Loma del Toro total ET. The percentage of difference is around 
40% for Loma del Toro and 46% for Zapotén. 
3.3 MODIS Evapotranspiration  
 
 
Figure 23 Evapotranspiration and precipitation Monthly Climatology at Lake Enriquillo 
Watershed. The minimum occurs in the dry season, in February. A difference between the 
early rainfall and late rainfall season is not clearly observed in the curve. 
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 Figure 23 shows the monthly Evapotranspiration and Precipitation Climatology 
for Lake Enriquillo Watershed. For ET, the absolute minimum occurs during February, 
in the middle of the dry season. Then, the values increase and remain fairly constant 
from May to October. One difference between the ET monthly climatology and the 
observed behavior in precipitation in the Caribbean is that a bimodal pattern is not 
apparent in the curve, were a secondary minimum is clearly visible in July. 
 
Figure 24. Evapotranspiration climatology for Lake Enriquillo Watershed during the years 
2000-2014 Source: Raw ET data obtained from University of Montana. Sierra de Bahoruco and 
Sierra de Neiba are the two most distinct features of all the map. 
The Evapotranspiration climatology (Figure 24) shows that the majority of the 
basin ET values range between 60-110 mm annually. Values from 110-180 mm are 
more common in some regions of the forests located in Sierra de Bahoruco and Sierra 
de Neiba. The greatest values are observed for Lake Enriquillo and Lagoon Rincon with 
values above 1620 mm. During the dry season (Figure 25, top left), ET values are the 
lowest (around February). The values in this season varies from about 10 to 40 mm 
in almost all the watershed, except for the major waterbodies. Later, during the early 
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rainy season (Figure 25, top right), ET values increase most noticeable at Sierra de 
Neiba for the Agricultural Land classes, but also at Sierra de Bahoruco at the Dry 
Forest. At the end of the year, when the late rainy season arrives (Figure 25, bottom), 
ET values are even larger at Sierra de Neiba and Sierra de Bahoruco. It has to be 
notice that at the main waterbodies, Lake Enriquillo and Rincon Lagoon, the 















Figure 25 Evapotranspiration climatology for the different rainy seasons at Lake Enriquillo 
watershed. December to March is the dry season (top left); April to July is considered to be 
the Early Rainy Season (top right), and the Late Rainy Season occurs from August to 
November (bottom). Notice that the difference between the early and late rainfall season is 
less noticeable than the differences with the dry season, mainly in both Sierra de Neiba and 
Sierra de Bahoruco. 
3.3.1 Evapotranspiration trends 
 
Figure 26 shows the linear trends (slope) of ET from 2000 to 2014. The most 
noticeable aspect of the map is that is mainly divided into two categories: decreasing 
trends (orange) and increasing trends (yellow). However, these trends do not seem to 
be following any pattern in terms of land classes (Figure 16). It can be seen that a 
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great portion of Sierra de Neiba (northern part of the watershed) shows decreasing 
trends and most of Sierra de Bahoruco (southern part of the watershed) shows 
increasing trends. The trends are not greater than + 5 mm/year. 
 
Figure 26. Evapotranspiration Linear Trend for Lake Enriquillo Watershed. The map shows the 
slope of the trends. It can be seen that the most ET change is about + 5 mm/year. 
 The ET data was also analyzed by land cover (forest, agriculture, dry forest and 
dry bushes) and a summary of the result is found in Table 10. Evapotranspiration 
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linear trends for the watershed show that there has not been any significant changes 
during the period the lakes were growing. P-values (in green in Table 10) from the 
Student two-tailed test did not show any significant trends. Non-significant decreasing 
trends (mm/month) were identified during the Early Rainfall season for the whole 
watershed, the forest and agriculture land classes. There is also a non-significant 
decreasing trend for the dry season in the agricultural land class only. In addition to 
the linear analysis, a non-linear Mann Kendall Analysis was performed, but significant 
trends were not found. Seasonalities can be observed in the timeseries, found in the 
appendix in section 6.3. The lower peaks coincide with the dry season in the Caribbean. 
In addition, a local and minor minimum can be observed at some point between the 
early rainfall season and the late rainfall season. However, the peak is very small when 
compared with the yearly absolute minimum around February. 
Table 10 p-values and trends for ET at different land classes during the different rainfall 
season. Neither of the trends are significant. Except for dry season of the agriculture land 
class and early rainfall season of all the watershed, the forest and agriculture land class, the 
trends show increasing ET.  
4.0 Analysis and Discussion 
 
 4.1 Meteorological Profile 
 
 The meteorological profile was created for the months from April to November 
of 2013 focusing on the only time when there are simultaneous records available for 
all the locations at Sierra de Bahoruco. Hence, there is no real data collected for the 
winter months (dry season). Fortunately, during this missing rainy season, the Sierra 
Table 10 Monthly seasonalities p values and trends (mm/month) of ET  for 
different Land classes (No Lake) 
Land Cover 
All Dry Early Rainfall Late Rainfall 
p-value Trend p-value Trend p-value Trend p-value Trend 
All 0.593 .0016 0.941 .0007 0.881 -.0018 0.349 .0069 
Forest 0.754 .0008 0.802 .0015 0.797 -.0026 0.801 .0017 
Dry Forest 0.339 .0031 0.550 .0062 0.963 .0006 0.247 .0010 
Dry Bush 0.467 .0024 0.796 .0028 0.985 .0003 0.296 .0087 
Agriculture 0.835 .0006 0.773 -.0023 0.713 -.0042 0.536 .0038 
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only receives about 20% of the annual precipitation (Martínez-Batlle, 2012) and there 
is not a significant temperature gradient between winter and summer. 
The temperature profile of Sierra de Bahoruco behaves as expected for a 
tropical mountain. Average temperatures decrease with increasing elevation, but 
during the rainy season they don’t vary more than 2 0C.  It is observed that the average 
lapse rate decreases with altitude, a behavior that indicates that the parcel of air is 
getting closer to saturation. In fact, between Zapotén and Loma del Toro, the lapse 
rate of 4.9 0C/km is below the saturation lapse rate (5.5 0C/km), which means that 
the air parcel between these two locations is normally saturated.  
The values in Table 4, show that the precipitation values increase with altitude 
until reaching Zapotén, after that the values start decreasing. In the 
Biogeomorphological Study of Sierra de Bahoruco created by Martínez-Batlle, a Digital 
Elevation Model (DEM) of interpolated precipitation values is showed, and since the 
values in Table #3 represent near 80% of the annual precipitation, it is possible to 
compare both quantities. The percentage difference is small for all Stations, with the 
higher value being Zapotén (7%). The comparison between the values from the DEM 
and the data collected in situ demonstrated that the year 2013 is in fact a normal year, 
climatologically speaking, and hence, it can be considered to be representative of a 
year with typical atmospheric conditions at Sierra de Bahoruco. 










Jimaní 330-500 400-264 271 2.6-39 
El Aguacate 1500 1200 1252 4.2 
Zapotén 2000 1600 1715 6.9 
Loma del Toro 1200 960 1005 4.6 
Table 11. A comparison between Digital Elevation model created by Martínez-Battle (2012) 
and values collected at Sierra de Bahoruco 
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The increase in precipitation with elevation is a characteristics of topographic 
influenced precipitation, but it also has been observed in other regions of the 
Dominican Republic with similar topographic characteristics that the rate at which the 
precipitation increases is normally about 100 mm/100 m for the first 1500 m above 
sea level. After this height, the precipitation starts to decrease at a rate that is unique 
for each region (Quezada, 2009 & Martínez-Batlle, 2012). In the case of Sierra de 
Bahoruco, the difference in height between Jimaní and El Aguacate is 1047 m, and the 
difference in precipitation is 981 mm, which give a gradient in rainfall of 94 mm/100 
m (using the minimum value of the interpolation model). For El Aguacate and Zapotén, 
the difference in height is 459 m and a difference in precipitation of 463 mm, giving a 
gradient in rainfall of 100 mm/ 100 m. Additionally, since Loma del Toro is above the 
1500 m range, precipitation amounts will be lower than in Zapotén. The difference in 
height between these two sites is 818 mm and Loma del Toro receives 710 mm less 
precipitation than Zapotén; meaning a rainfall gradient of 87 mm/100 m. In general, 
for the study site, during the year 2013, the precipitation amount and rates appears 
to be typical for the region.  
The relative humidity (RH) profile shows that Zapotén has the higher average 
values of relative humidity. This is consistent with the fact that this site is located 
inside the Tropical Montane Cloud Forest in the Pine Forest and fog and cloud presence 
is constant there. The second and third places are occupied by Loma del Toro and El 
Aguacate, and while the latter site is not inside the cloud forest, the orographic effect 
of the mountains brings upslope fog to that location, increasing the average values of 
relative humidity. On the other hand, Jimaní never reaches a value greater than 90%, 
hence it never experiences any presence of fog in the area. The months with the higher 
RH values for all locations are September and October, two months that belong to the 




In terms of VPD, Loma del Toro is considered to be drier than Zapotén, it was 
expected for the VPD values at Loma del Toro to be higher, which was the case for 
almost every month, except April and August. VPD depends exponentially on 
temperature (Equation 4) and linearly on relative humidity. The mean temperature 
difference between these two sites is about 4 0C and the mean relative humidity 
difference is 4%. The saturation vapor pressure values are generally smaller for Loma 
del Toro, while the actual vapor pressure of the air is also generally smaller. However, 
the VPD is calculated based on the difference between these two values, and since the 
depression of saturation vapor pressure and actual air vapor pressure is greater for 
Loma del Toro, the values at this site are normally greater than Zapotén. 
The relative humidity data were used to calculate the probability of cloudiness 
in Zapotén and Loma del Toro. Even though there are fog catchers installed in both 
locations, the response from these instruments were incoherent. It is possible that the 
instruments were not responding properly because they were constantly contaminated 
with wind driven rain affecting the lecture reading, making it impossible to assess the 
quantitative contribution of horizontal precipitation to the annual gross precipitation 
values. For this reason, it was decided to discard these values as a metric to detect 
fog presence in the sierras, and instead relative humidity values were used. Figure 11 
show that the location with the high amount of clouds is Zapotén. Only when the 
probability was calculated using RH=100%, Loma del Toro showed a high probability 
of cloud presence. This could be partially attribute to the fact that the sensors accuracy 
decrease after RH values reach 90%, so the sensor may fail sometimes when readings 
reach 100%. However, in general the count of saturation in Zapotén is greater, 
additionally confirming the presence of the Tropical Mountain Cloud Forest. 
For the probability of clouds at any given hour, the probability of cloud 
formation is opposite between Zapotén and Loma del Toro. The pattern in Loma del 
Toro is similar to the results obtained from the study created by Jarvis (2000). The 
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reason why these curves are different could be related to the process that involves the 
formation of clouds in Zapotén. Orographic precipitation forms in Zapotén when an air 
parcel containing abundant water vapor rises through the sierra energized by daily 
heating. For this reason, the cloud probability reaches a maximum between 10 am to 
2 pm. Probability of clouds also increases after midnight, probably related to fog 
formation due to condensation of the water vapor after the temperatures drop. At 
Loma del Toro, it looks like that the cloud formation is mostly related to fog. The 
probability increases at night, when temperatures are lower. About 30% of the time, 
there are cloud presence around 1 to 2 pm, indicating cloud related to local effects 
precipitation. 
4.2 Vegetation Profile 
 
 It was expected for the vegetation water fluxes to have a stronger correlation 
with VPD. There are other factors that could explain the behavior of sap flow and cell 
growth. The lags and hysteresis of the variables such as solar radiation, wind speed, 
leaf wetness, soil moisture, evaporative demand index, etc. also play a role in the 
behavior of water consumption (O’Brien et al, 2004).  Meteorological measurements 
with co-located vegetation measurements only occurred for three months at Zapotén, 
meaning that the reasons why sap flow and the cell growth fluxes has such a low 
quantitative relationship with each other and the hydrometeorological parameter can 
only be guessed from other studies. It is important to determine that the major driver 
of the water fluxes is related to hydrometeorological conditions to discard the 
possibility that the fluxes behavior is related to other variables such as instrument 
malfunctioning or parasites affecting the forest. 
 Ford, et al (2004) study Pinus taeda trees for variables that may affect the sap 
flow variability. First, it was noticed that the majority of the sap flow (50-60%) 
occurred in the outer 4 cm of sapwood, while only 10% occurred in the innermost 4 
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cm of sapwood. The sap flow that occurred in the outer sapwood was generally stable 
with respect of time, but the rest of the sap flow was more variable. One of the factor 
that seasonally controlled sap flow was soil moisture. Diurnal (daytime only) sap flow 
decreases as soil moisture decreases, but nocturnal sap flow appears to be unaffected 
by this variable. The stem sap flow in general lagged in time in respect to other 
variables: 0-15 min respect to VPD, and 15-30 min respect to Photosynthetically Active 
Radiation (PAR). Additionally, the use of the stored water also increased with low levels 
of soil moisture, and the use of stored water also results in an asynchrony between 
sap flow and canopy transpiration. An important conclusion from this study revealed 
that VPD alone can be used to predict 97% of the variability of the stem flow. Another 
study performed by O’Brien et al (2004) demonstrated that, in addition to the after 
mentioned variables, morphological characteristics of the trees also have an effect in 
sap flow. For example, taller trees responded to changes in hydrometeorological 
variables sooner than shorter trees. In addition, trees covered by other plants, such 
as lianas, showed buffering in sap flow from atmospheric conditions. Leaf wetness 
affected by an environment of continuous rainfall, VPD and irradiance also have an 
effect on the stomatal aperture, reducing gas diffusion in the leaves, and eventually 
transpiration.  
 The difference variables that affected sap flow in these studies could also be 
responsible for the results obtained in Zapotén and Loma del Toro. The lag between 
sap flow, daily variability and stem radius change could be the result of increasing use 
of stored water due to a decrease in soil moisture or increase in evaporative or light 
demands that required the trees to withdraw water from the xylem at a different time 
of the day than expected during normal conditions; and trees physiology such as tree 
size and diameter, radial variation or epiphytes covering most of the pine stems. 
Furthermore, the behavior in the fluxes is similar for all trees independent of the 
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location, meaning that the water fluxes are in fact reacting to environmental 
parameters related to atmospheric and hydrological conditions of the Sierra. 
 Comparing Figure 19 and Figure 20 it can be seen that the sap flow behavior is 
similar for the trees at Zapotén and Loma del Toro. For Zapotén, the maximum in daily 
sap flow occurred about three hours after the maximum in cloud probability and almost 
at the same time of minimum VPD, which is compatible with the results showed by 
Ford et al (2004), except that in that case it was a peak to peak relationship. However, 
at Loma del Toro it can be seen that the peak of VPD occurred about three hours before 
the peak in sap flow, which is a behavior similar to Ford et al (2004), but with a much 
bigger time lag, that could be due to the fact that these are quantities that were hourly 
averaged and not a shorter scale value value. Figure 18 and Figure 19 show a similar 
behavior with the Hourly radius change fluxes. For this case, all the trees show a 
similar behavior, except for Tree A at Loma del Toro showing an absolute maximum 
where all other trees are showing a local minimum. This, however, could be explained 
by differences in tree physiology with the other trees. The relationship between the 
vegetation fluxes, VPD and cloud coverage show a similar response to the one showed 
by Ford et al (2004) and O’Brien et al (2004).  
 In section 3.2.2, Figure 17 shows hourly values of VPD, sap flow, radius change, 
cloud coverage, and precipitation. At least with Daily Variability, the R2 values showed 
in Table 6 are in the same range at values obtained from O’Brien et al (2004), except 
that in the case of O’Brien, the analyzed flow was sap flow. The best correlation 
between Daily Variability and VPD values always occurred for VPD max (not VPD mean, 
or VPD minimum, and for Tree A) meaning that the stem cells change in size more 
when VPD is higher. The observed negative correlation between VPD and stem radius 
change (cell growth) is due to the fact that the stem cells are able to store more water 
when VPD values are lower, and hence, they can increase in size. With sap flow, the 
results are much lower than expected, even though the daily variability index is 
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showing that the trees are consuming more water when VPD is higher. The results are 
very low for Tree A, negative for Tree B, and a little better for Tree C, but still in the 
low range. Even though there is a clearly a visually maximum to maximum relationship 
between sap flow and VPD (Figure 17, see section 3.2.2), it looks like other 
hydrometeorological, physiological parameters and a combination of continuous time 
lags are masking the true relationship between VPD and sap flow. 
 Table 7 shows an average summary of all the calculated fluxes for Zapotén and 
Loma del Toro. The mean fluxes associated with the dendrometer all show higher 
values for Zapotén than for Loma del Toro, meaning that the trees at Zapotén use 
more water, at least to recharge the stem cells. On the contrary, sap flow seems to be 
higher in Loma del Toro, although only one tree was used to calculate sap flow at this 
location. It is expected for the sap flow to be higher at Loma del Toro, since this 
location is generally drier than Zapotén and typical VPD values are higher at this site, 
meaning that it will be easier for the trees to transpire more water to the atmosphere.  
4.2.1 Forest Biometry 
4.2.2 Stand Transpiration 
 
The results obtained from transpiration were below the expected values for a 
typical tropical rain forest (Rahgozar, 2012), but above from the values obtained from 
MODIS Evapotranspiration. Several factors could affect the final outcome of the 
transpiration values. In the first place, these estimates were obtained using basal area. 
A better species parameter is the sapwood area, which consider sap flow variation 
within the inner structure of the tree. Finally, sap flow only consider transpiration, and 
doesn’t address the other components of evapotranspiration: interception and soil 
evaporation. It is important to mention also that the value obtained in Zapotén was 
lower than the value obtained in Loma del Toro, even though the trees there were 






The pattern observed in Figure 25 reflect the dependence of evapotranspiration 
with rain seasonalities. The absolute minimum occurs in February, in the dry season. 
Since the precipitation values are less than in other months, there is also less water 
to evaporate. However, there was not a second local minimum in July, when the mid-
summer drought typically occurs. This could mean that even though there is less 
precipitation in the Sierra, the soil contains enough storage water to evaporate back 
to the atmosphere. Another explanation could be that farmers are providing water to 
the agriculture plantations during the mid-drought rainfall season, hence increasing 
the ET values during these season even though the precipitation values are lower. 
 The evapotranspiration pattern appreciated in Figure 26 seems to response 
directly to the types of vegetation of the land. Comparing this figure with the Land Use 
Map (Figure 15), it can be seen that the regions that show greater quantities of 
evapotranspiration are the forested regions. Of course, the regions with more water 
available are Lake Enriquillo and Rincon Lagoon. Other regions with enough water to 
evaporate are the forests located in both sierras, including the semi humid forest and 
part of the dry forest. For the lower elevations, greater values were expected, 
considering that annual precipitation range from 300-500 mm/year (Martinez-Battle, 
2012). It is possible that MODIS ET could be underestimating ET at this location. 
 In the Evapotranspiration seasonalities (Figure 25) it is easier to appreciate 
that ET increases as precipitation increases. The dry season is when there is less ET 
across all the basin. Later, in the early rainy season, more water become available to 
evaporate and ET increases in almost all the basin, except for the dry bushes, dense 
conifer forest, and cloud forest at Sierra de Bahoruco. Later, in the late rainy season 
as precipitation values continue to increase, ET values also increases, mainly in both 
sierras. The ET pattern also seems to follow the precipitation patterns. With the 
exception of the main waterbodies in the catchment, ET values increases with elevation 
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until certain altitude, which seem to be near Zapotén (1537 m). After that altitude, ET 
values decreases again. 
Linear trends of ET show that this flux is not significantly changing through the 
lake growth period, non during any season or land class. Since it was proved that liquid 
water content values are increasing in the watershed (Comarazamy et al, 2015), it 
was expected that evapotranspiration values should be decreasing as a result of the 
stress exercised over the vegetation by this climate driver. However, this is not what 
it was observed and it appears that any climate change signal is not strong enough to 
cause a change in evapotranspiration values. 
It has to be mentioned that the ET product from the University of Montana is a 
global product that has errors associated (Mu et al, 2011) with it that are not smaller 
than the error associated with other ET measurement procedures such as eddy 
covariance, energy balance, sap flow or soil water budget (Wilson et al, 2000 describes 
that each of the in situ methods have spatial or temporal limitations when estimating 
ET or any or its components). Some of the sources of error are described by Mu et al 
(2000) themselves, and include uncertainties arising from using MODIS LAI/FPAR and 
daily Global Modeling Assimilation office (GMAO) meteorological data, inaccuracy in 
the measured data, scaling from tower to landscape, and algorithm limitations. Also, 
the product doesn’t seem to work very well for water bodies. The smallest temporal 
resolution is also every eight days, which make it hard to compare with methods with 
better resolution, such as sap flow.   The best method to obtain all components of 
evapotranspiration (soil evaporation, plant transpiration and canopy interception) is to 
install eddy covariance towers in each of the sierras to validate the data with the 
MODIS ET product from the University of Montana, along with sap flow measurements 
(Burga & Anderson, 2007; Mu et al, 2011; Nevada Water Science Center, Shelley et 
al, 2002; Wilson et al, 2000). The eddy covariance towers are, however, expensive 
when compared to the sap flow measurements. Of course, the benefits of multiple 
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techniques allow for assessment of ET and it components at different scales of time 
and space (Wilson et al, 2000), allowing for better accuracy in the measurements. For 
this study, sap flow measurement were used to obtain a first approximation estimate 
of the transpiration. It has to be mentioned that normally, for sap flow measurements 
to be considered statistically important for a full water budget of the forested areas of 
the watershed the following requirements are needed: 1) the minimum amount are 
six trees per plot (Granier et al, 2000); 2) tree parameters to calculate total sap flow 
(Küppers et al, 2008); and 3) co-located meteorological measurements to explain the 
effect climate drivers may have over day to day variations in sap flow. However, the 
data is enough to support analysis between vegetation water fluxes and 
hydrometeorological parameters. 
4.3.1 Comparing Stand Transpiration with MODIS Evapotranspiration 
 
The main difference between the two methods is that MODIS product consider 
all the components of ET, and sap flow only consider transpiration, so sap flow values 
were lower than those of MODIS. The total ET for the forested areas is 118 mm/year 
and transpiration constitutes about 65% of the total flux, then the values obtained for 
both MODIS product and sap flow transpiration are considered to be acceptable. The 
other 45% is then distributed in interception and soil evaporation. Since the forest 
canopy normally intercepts up to 25% of the total precipitation, which part of it 
evaporating back to the atmosphere contributing up to 20% of the annual 
evapotranspiration (Wilson et al, 2000), then about 15% of the flux is attribute to soil 
evaporation or understory transpiration.   
Both methods have sources of error that were previously discussed, however, 
considering how much precipitation fall in the higher elevations of Sierra de Bahoruco, 
it is likely that both methods could be underestimating ET values, and if they are not 
underestimating ET, then it means that transpiration in the forest is not contributing 
to the water loss of the watershed. Once the data from the complete set of the installed 
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sap flow sensors can be analyzed, a better picture of the transpiration component will 
be built for the Sierra. 
4.4 Additional factors 
 
One factor that may have an effect on ET trends is deforestation. However, 
Romero-Luna & Poteau (2011) determined that the changes in land cover in the area 
were minimal for the time period of 1986 to 2011. In this study, it was concluded that 
although residential zones have expanded and the land designated for agriculture 
purposes has decreases (most likely because of the inundation), the forests of the 
sierras remained constant. In addition, they also found that the NDVI values from the 
year 2000 to 2011 didn’t change too much either, indicating that there has not being 
significant deforestation in the watershed that could affect the water balance in Lake 
Enriquillo Watershed. 
Another possibility to consider are the presence of significant precipitation 
events during short period of time, such as tropical cyclones that affected Lake 
Enriquillo. Comarazamy et al (2015) shows that events that provide more than 50 mm 
of rain have significantly increased (p<0.05) in the last 30 years. In addition, in the 
study conducted by Cocco-Quezada (2009), it is believed that these storm systems 
have an effect in the storage levels of the net of fluvial streams that contributes to the 
lake. In fact, during the decade when the Lake was increasing in size, several cyclones 
affected the zone. Table 14 contains a list of tropical cyclones that affected the zone, 
based on the official reports from the National Hurricane Center. In this case a 
significant event is classified as an event that contributed with at least 75 mm of rain 






Table 12 Tropical Cyclones that affected the region 
Year Tropical Cyclone 
Name 
Significance 
2000 Hurricane Debby Not significant 
2001 Hurricane Iris Significant 
2002 Hurricane Lily Not significant 
2003 Tropical Storm Odette Not significant 
2004 




2005 Tropical Storm Alpha Significant 
2006 Hurricane Ernesto Significant 
2007 
Hurricane Noel 
Tropical Storm Olga 
Significant 
Significant 
2008 Tropical Storm Fay Significant 
2009 None  
2010 Hurricane Tomas Significant 
2011 




2012 Hurricane Isaac Significant 
2013 Tropical Storm Chantal Not Significant 
2014 Hurricane Bertha Not Significant 
Table 12. List of Tropical Cyclones that affected Hispaniola in the last 15th years. Ten tropical 
cyclones affected the area of the lake during this period. 
Comparing Table 14 with the Evapotranspiration trend (Figure 24), it can be 
seen that during the years 2003 and 2005, when the smaller peaks in ET are observed, 
significant tropical cyclones didn’t affected the region. An exception is observed in 
2011, when the effects of Tropical Storm Emily were not enough to maintain the 
increasing trends from 2010. After 2012, the evapotranspiration trends decreases in 
respect to the previous years, and is also observed that there was not any significant 
impact from tropical cyclones to the region. Additionally, 2014 was a drier than normal 
year for the Caribbean Region (www.drought.gov). 
Romero-Luna & Poteau (2011), calculated a water budget for Lake Enriquillo 
watershed only varying precipitation (neglecting changes in other variables). Other 
quantities that can affect the water budget such as temperature, radiation, and land 
use change were left constant. The reasoning behind this procedure is that by only 
changing precipitation, it can be explained if this variable is responsible for the change 
in storage of the lake. Another assumptions made during this study are that the 
watershed is hydrologically closed, that the only significant input is precipitation, and 
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that the only significant output is evaporation. For the storage capacity of the soil, it 
was assumed that 55% of the watershed area quickly generated runoff from 
precipitation events, with a soil capacity of 25 mm. The remaining of the hillslope areas 
were also modeled as having low storage capacities of 70 mm. The watershed inputs 
were determined by combining the value of runoff and base flow from the watershed. 
In addition, it was assumed that surface runoff accounted 60% of the water catchment 
and subsurface flow, the other 40%. The resulting water balance simulation revealed 
that during the year 2003, rainfall exceeded the thresholds in terms of soil capacity. 
The authors concluded that an increase in months of high precipitation lead to high 
watershed inputs. 
Another project that also worked with a water budget for the catchment. They 
used a simple Thornthwaite-Mather type water balance model to simulate water level 
changes. The assumptions were that no natural inflow and outflow occur in the lake. 
In addition they assigned runoff rates to different land types based on their soil 
moisture uptake rates and their effect on ground water infiltration. Using Landsat to 
determine Land Use and Runoff Land Classification, the weighted runoff coefficients 
were determined for observations from the years 2005-2013. The runoff coefficients 
in Table #15 were the coefficients derived in 2005 and later in 2013. The values are 
the same because they remained constant during the time period. The results of this 
project were that precipitation and evaporation are the greater contributors to the 
water balance of the lake, and that land use changes were not as important, since the 
weighted runoff coefficients did not change during the study period. On the other hand, 
assumptions based on measuring other variables such as wind speed, and solar 





Table #13 Runoff coefficients at Lake Enriquillo 
Watershed 
Land Classification Weighted Runoff coefficient 
Water 0 
Shrubs/brush 0.31 
Sparse vegetation/ pasture 0.25 
Bare soil/urban 0.85 
Dense vegetation/forest 0.18 
 
 
Table #16 shows the measured change in volume Lake Enriquillo has 
experienced from 2004 to 2012, which are the years when the big growth occurred. 
The values indicate that the volume has quadruplicate in the eight years period 
(ΔS=2.93 km3). Considering that the area of the watershed is approximately 3048 km2 
(Cocco-Quezada, 2009), then the water depth (this quantity is not the depth of the 
lake, but the amount of water added) can be calculated (depth=Volume/Area). The 
depth is approximately 960 mm over the eight years period, meaning that at least 120 
mm (4.72 in) of additional annual precipitation was needed over the watershed to 
cause such an increase in volume (without taking into account losses caused by 
evapotranspiration). Luo & Cletto (2012) also compared the precipitation of the 1990-
2000 decade with the precipitation observed during the growing period (2000-2012) 
and found that the precipitation increased from an average of 730 mm/year to 866 






Table 13  Runoff coefficients for different land classification in the watershed. The runoff 
didn’t show any change during the period of 2005 to 2013. Source (Cleto & Luo, 2013) 
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Table #14 Change of Volume of Lake 
Enriquillo 














 According to the data presented, any physiological change in the vegetation 
water fluxes is not causing a decrease (or increase) in the evapotranspiration values 
of Lake Enriquillo Watershed, for any land class or season, and especially for the forest 
land class. Transpiration values obtained from sap flow account for about 65% of total 
ET and fall within the range of the remote sensing derived values for the forest land 
class, giving some confidence about the accuracy of the estimate from MODIS, at least 
as a first approximation. Because the available data don’t support a change in ET, it is 
likely that the increase in lake size is not related to a decrease in evapotranspiration 
in the watershed.  
However, additional information is required to quantify key components of a 
water budget of the lake watershed that accurately assesses transpiration from the 
forest canopy. With this is mind, is recommended to monitor at least six trees per plot 
in the forests in Sierra de Bahoruco, with co-located meteorological stations measuring 
at least precipitation (horizontal and vertical contribution), wind speed, solar radiation, 
and soil moisture. Complete weather stations should also be installed in land classes 
other than the cloud forest and the pine forest, such as the dry forest or dry bushes 
to assess hydrometeorological variables and water usage by the vegetation, and to 
 Table 14 Change in volume of Lake Enriquillo from 2004 to 2012, the period 
when the rapid growing happened. The change in volume was about 3.0 km3. 
Source (Cleto & Luo, 2013) 
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validate remote sensing derived data such as the dataset available from the University 
of Montana. Additionally, the groundwater hydrology of the area should be further 
studied. Locally, the data of the weather stations should be collected for the entire 
year, so the dry season may also be assessed. Finally, a better way to assess cloud 
interception should be used, such as a leaf wetness sensor or improved mesh collector 
that prevent contamination from vertical precipitation, since this might be an 
important contributor to the water input of the lake. 
6.0 Appendices 
6.1 Forest Structure –Detailed 
Table 15 and Table 16 contain detailed forested structure parameters for Loma 
del Toro and Zapoten, respectively. The tables contains data about the distance and 
azimuth measured in respect of the center of the circle, and also tree parameters such 
as height, crown height, DBH and basal area. A total of 45 pines were measured at 
each location and this data was used to create the circular plot shown in section 3.2.1. 
Loma del Toro is a pure pine stand and the trees here are generally smaller and 
thinner than the trees found at the other site. Zapotén pine forest is also mixed with 
other broadleaf species, but at the site where the circle was created, the pines 
dominate and only other seven nonnative species (mostly agriculture) were found. 























1 1.7 11 11.1 5.1 6 15.8  0.020 
2 2.4 53 10.3 4.2 6.1 12.9-
17.8 
Split 0.013 
3 11.3 21.9 13.1 4.7 8.4 18.9 Tree F 0.028 
4 8.9 22.1 9.7 3.9 5.8 16.6  0.022 
5 7.9 47.8 7.4 3.6 3.8 9.3  0.007 
6 10 47.1 8.1 6.1 2 11.3  0.010 
7 11.25 41.8 13.5 3.8 9.7 12.9  0.013 
8 11.68 48.7 12.7 6.1 6.6 15.1 Tree D 0.018 
9 10.37 53.1 10.5 5.2 5.3 13.3  0.014 
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10 10.32 63.6 15.5 6.7 8.8 20.2 Tree A 0.032 
11 13.57 57.3 12.6 5.7 6.9 21.7 Tree B 0.037 
12 8.65 64.8 8.6 5 3.6 10.4  0.008 
13 4.69 80.7 12.3 5.4 6.9 18.2 Tree E 0.026 
14 6.14 94.4 8.3 3.4 4.9 8.8  0.006 
15 6.5 99.7 11.6 4.1 7.5 10.5  0.009 
16 5.25 115 10.9 4.8 6.1 13.4  0.014 
17 12.47 100.3 16.3 4.1 12.2 32.9 Tree C 0.085 
18 14.3 105.8 11.9 3.6 8.3 18.3  0.026 
19 4.63 162.4 12.5 2.6 9.9 12.4  0.012 
20 8.73 172.8 19 6 13 21.2  0.035 
21 9.49 208.6 12.5 5.5 7 26.8  0.056 
22 14.57 194.7 17.2 7.3 9.9 36.3  0.104 
23 14.16 221.1 11.6 6.9 4.7 17.8  0.025 
24 15 262 5.5 3 2.5 14.2 Slante
d 
0.016 
25 6.61 281.8 5.5 2.7 2.8 9.4  0.007 
26 5.75 291.6 11.1 4.1 7 15.5  0.019 
27 7.43 292 10.9 4.1 6.8 12.3  0.012 
28 11.82 286 12.6 3.6 9 28.8  0.065 
29 5.51 323.7 14.2 6.3 7.9 17.1  0.023 
30 9.5 314.7 9.3 4.1 5.2 6  0.003 
31 11 314 14.1 4.4 9.7 25.5  0.051 
32 7.15 333.7 10.8 3.5 7.3 1.6  0.000 
33 10.7 335.5 10.5 5.4 5.1 13.6  0.015 
34 11.24 337 10.7 5 5.7 7.1  0.004 
35 10.63 344.1 13.5 5.5 8 12.5  0.012 
36         
37 13.2 308.9 7.2 3 4.2 6.9  0.004 
38 15 313.2 9.8 3.2 6.6 14.7  0.017 
39 12.68 349.6 6.2 1.9 4.3 10.8  0.009 
40 12.05 347.4 16.9 4.9 12 18.9  0.028 
41 1.75 323.3 11.4 4.5 6.9 15.9  0.020 
42 4.19 356.4 10.3 5.1 5.2 15.8  0.020 
43 14.9 4.4 8.4 4 4.4 10.5  0.009 
44 13.95 38.3 11 4.7 6.3 16.5  0.021 
45 13.25 28.6 13.8 3.8 10 20.5  0.033 
46 13.1 24.5 5.1 2.6 2.5 10.6  0.009 
      Table 15 Tree biometry at Loma del Toro. Because of the elevation of this site, only pine 





























1 2.4 12.3 23 12.8 10.2 35.2  0.097 
2 4.1 10.2 19.1 10.3 8.8 33.4  0.088 
3 10.28 354.6 20.3 9 11.3 37.2  0.109 
4 8.8 349.7 23 11.3 11.7 40.1  0.126 
5 4.9 14 6.1 2.5 3.6 7.2 Species 
A 
0.004 
6 15.5 63 16.4 10.6 5.8 25.3  0.050 
7 16.8 68 13.5 6.7 6.8 22.5  0.040 
8 18 67 11.2 6.6 4.6 13.7  0.015 
9 18.7 67 26.6 15.2 11.4 34.8  0.095 
10 21.1 75 20.1 9.2 10.9 31.2  0.076 
11 22.3 77 20.2 10.4 9.8 32.6  0.083 
12 15.7 73 2.8 2 0.8 7.5 Species 
B 
0.004 
13 14.1 81 16.2 8.1 8.1 31.3  0.077 
14 16.1 82 18.4 11.4 7 44.4  0.155 
15 19.5 82 11.2 6.9 4.3 13  0.013 
16 21.6 93 19.3 10.2 9.1 31.2  0.076 
17 19.4 106 22 11 11 40.3  0.128 
18 20.4 114 23.9 9.4 14.5 44.9  0.158 
19 8.3 117 24.7 12 12.7 41.9  0.138 
20 14.4 176 21.5 12.8 8.7 31.8  0.079 
21 18.5 166 11.7 4.8 6.9 25.8 Species 
C 
0.052 
22 4.8 180 9.3 7 2.3 13.8  0.015 
23 5.35 190 21.3 17.4 3.9 24.2  0.046 
24 3.2 207 16.7 8.5 8.2 21  0.035 
25 11.5 190 25.2 18.8 6.4 24.5  0.047 
26 12.7 190 26.2 20.3 5.9 29.7  0.069 
27 17.2 190 26.7 15.2 11.5 35.2  0.097 
28 16 195 19.6 15 4.6 33.8  0.090 
29 22.2 208 7.3 1.9 5.4 8.8 Avocado 0.006 
30 21.3 210 22.5 13.4 9.1 29  0.066 
31 12.1 216 2.8 1.8 1 6.1 Orange 0.003 
32 21.7 224 23.3 12.7 10.6 40.1 Sensor C 0.126 
33 18.5 213 17.3 11.5 5.8 26.1 Sensor A 0.054 
34 20.7 230 20.2 14.8 5.4 40.5 Sensor  
B 
0.129 
35 5.9 248 26.5 24.9 1.6 51  0.204 
36 20.5 248 24.9 7.7 17.2 30.4  0.073 
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37 6.1 255 7.7 1.7 6 8.2 Species 
D 
0.005 
38 8.5 263 25.9 19.9 6 29  0.066 
39 10.1 262 12.6 10.7 1.9 23.7  0.044 
40 22 265 27.8 12.2 15.6 36.4  0.104 
41 20.5 272 14 7.6 6.4 22.3  0.039 
42 23.6 273 26.1 20.9 5.2 39.9  0.125 
43 23.5 278 13.6 10 3.6 38.9  0.119 
44 13.7 280 19.8 13.3 6.5 26.5  0.055 
45 21.6 288 25.3 12.9 12.4 35.1  0.097 
46 15.6 299 10.5 6.7 3.8 16.3  0.021 
47 16 300 4.8 2.2 2.6 8.5 Species 
D 
0.006 
48 14.3 299 14.9 11.5 3.4 20.9  0.034 
49 10.9 303 14.8 6.9 7.9 26  0.053 
50 17.2 310 23.1 12.8 10.3 31  0.075 
51 10.7 329 18.3 9.4 8.9 35.7  0.100 
52 11.5 330 12.1 7.3 4.8 29.8  0.070 
Table 16 Tree biometry at Zapotén. Although the pines at Zapotén are found mixed with 
broadleaf trees, mostly pines were found at the location the data was collected. The other 
seven trees were agricultural trees or other nonnative species, and small enough to neglect 
from the sap flow analysis. 
 Table 17 contains the measured diameter breast height (DBH) for the different 
trees at Zapotén and Loma del Toro. A total of fifteen trees were sampled per site. The 
tree sampled here were not necessarily inside the radius of the circle plot (only five 











Table 17 DBH of Tree Cores  
Tree Cores DBH Loma del Toro Tree Cores DBH Zapotén 
A 24 A 27.6 
B 23.1 B 43.9 
C 34.1 C 42.7 
D 15.7 D 49.8 
E 18.8 E 51.2 
F 19.2 F 49.6 
G 45.8 G (4) 40.1 
H 40.1 H (35) 51 
I 60.6 I (27) 36.2 
J 43.7 J (45) 35.1 
K 35.5 K (42) 43 
L 27.2 L 36.8 
M 29.2 M 47 
N 32 N 45.7 
O 34.5 O 61.6 
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Table 17 DBH of the cored trees at Loma del Toro and Zapotén. The numbers next to the 
letters at Zapotén indicate that those trees are also included in the circular plot. 
6.2 Evapotranspiration Anomalies 
During the 15th years of available ET data, the anomaly pattern varies from 
year to year. During the year 200 (Figure 27 A), positive anomalies can be observed 
across all the basin. During the next two years (2001-2002), negative anomalies are 
registered across the lake, but not in the Lake itself. This pattern is no longer observed 
during the year 2003 when the lake and the lagoon are showing very negative 
anomalies, even though the rest of the watershed is showing small anomalies in the 
positive and negative range. Later, during 2004, most of the lakes are showing very 
positive anomaly values, except from some points at the borders of the lake and 
around Jimani (west of Lake Enriquillo). During the year 2005 (Figure 27 B), negative 
values appear across most of the basin, but are mostly located around Sierra de 
Bahoruco and at the east of Lake Enriquillo. The next couple of years, 2006 and 2007 
show positive anomaly values once more. During 2008, some negative values are 
observed around Sierra de Neiba and to the east of Lake Enriquillo. At 2009, almost 
all the water basin shows negative anomalies. During the last five years of data, the 
first two years show mixed signals of positive and negative anomalies. Sierra de Neiba 
shows more negative values than Sierra de Bahoruco during this period. The zone that 
shows the most negative values is to the east of the lake. At the end of the period 
(Figure 27 C), from 2013 and 2014, almost all the water basin is classified in the -199 
to 0 class, which is mostly negative anomalies. It has to be mention that for almost all 
years, there are negative values in the -1551 to -1000 class at the edge of the lake, 
mostly as the west extreme. 
To summarize, the evapotranspiration linear trend was created. The general 
trend show mixed signals between positive and negative trends (Figure 28, top left). 
During the first five years, it can be seen that Lake Enriquillo, Rincon Lagoon and the 
west of the watershed show negative trends, while the majority of the watershed is 
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showing positive trends. The next five years (mid 5th, in Figure 28) show positive 
trends for most part of Sierra de Bahoruco and some sectors at Sierra de Neiba, but 
in general negative trends are observed across the watershed. The next map shows 
the trend for the first 10 years of data (Figure 28 center right). In this case, it can be 
seen that almost all the catchment shows a positive trends, except from some values 
across Sierra de Neiba and at the western extreme of Sierra de Bahoruco. The last five 
years of data (Figure 28, bottom left) show mostly negative trends across all the water 
basin. The last map shows the last ten years of data (Figure 28, bottom right), and in 
this case the trends are negatives, with the exceptions of some points at Sierra de 

















Figure 27. A) First Year of data (2000-2004), B) middle years of data (2005-2009) and, C) last 
5 years of data (2010-2014). Evapotranspiration annual anomalies for Lake Enriquillo 
Watershed. The map at the top left shows the climatology of the Lake, and the other five show 







Figure 28 ET Linear trends at Lake Enriquillo Watershed of: (Top left) Fifteen year period, (top 
right) first five years (2000-2004), (center left) mid five years (2005-2009), (center right) 
first ten years (2000-2009), (bottom left) last five years (2010-2014) and (bottom right) last 
ten years of data (2005-2014).  In the first five years, ET was increasing, but not significantly, 




6.3 Evapotranspiration linear trends 
 
Timeseries plots were created for all seasons and land classes at Lake Enriquillo 
Watershed. A summary of the p-values and trends is found in Table 10, section 3.3.1. 
As previously discussed, no significant trend were found for any of the land class or 
seasons. The seosonalities are clearly observed, with each year minimum found around 
February and a secondary, less pronounced minimum around July. The behavior of the 
timeseries is very similar for all land classes and seasonalities, most of them showing 
non-significant increasing trends. 
In general, for all land classes, the greatest increasing trend is found in the late 
rainfall season, while the less impressive trend is found in the dry season. Also, during 
the dry season, the trend is very close to zero, and is only negative for the agriculture 
land class. Of all the land classes, dry forest shows the greatest increasing trend, 
although still not significant. The agriculture land class show the smallest changes of 
all, followed by the forest land class. 
 
Figure 29 ET timeseries for the entire watershed (2000-2014). A non-significant increasing 




Figure 30 ET timeseries for the entire watershed for the Dry Season. The slope during the dry 
season is smaller than during the other seasons.  
 
Figure 31 ET timeseries for the entire watershed for the Early Rainfall Season. The trend here 





Figure 32 ET timeseries for the entire watershed for the Late Rainfall Season. Late rainfall 
season shows the greatest slope of all the seasons, but it’s also not significant. 
Forest Land Class 
 
Figure 33 ET timeseries for the Forest Land class (2000-2014). The behavior of the timeseries 




Figure 34 ET timeseries for the Forest Land class for the Dry Season. The difference in the 
slope is not as pronounced as its all watershed counterpart. 
 
Figure 35 ET timeseries for the Forest Land class for the Early Rainfall Season. A non-





Figure 36 ET timeseries for the Forest Land class for the Late Rainfall Season. The slope and 
p-value of the late rainfall season is very similar than the value obtained during the dry 
season. 
Dry Forest Land Class 
 
Figure 37 ET timeseries for the Dry Forest Land Class (2000-2014). Even though the increase 




Figure 38 ET timeseries for the Dry Forest Land Class for the Dry Season. 
 
Figure 39 ET timeseries for the Dry Forest Land Class for the Early Rainfall Season. One 
different between the early rainfall seasons timeseries of the dry forest with the other land 




Figure 40 ET timeseries for the Dry Forest Land Class for the Late Rainfall Season. Of all the 
seasonalities, Late Rainfall show the greatest increasing trend, but not significant. 
 
Agriculture Land Class 
 
Figure 41 ET timeseries for the Agriculture Land Class (2000-2014). Agriculture show the least 
amount of change of all land classes. This only account for agriculture terrain that were not 




Figure 42 ET timeseries for the Agriculture Land Class for the Dry Season. This is the only 
decreasing trend found during the dry season between all land classes.  
 
Figure 43 ET timeseries for the Agriculture Land Class for the Early Rainfall Season. As with 





Figure 44 ET timeseries for the Agriculture Land Class for the Late Rainfall Season.  
Dry Bush Land Class 
 
Figure 45 ET timeseries for the Dry Bush Land Class (2000-2014). Dry bushes also show an 




Figure 46 ET timeseries for the Dry Bush for the Dry Season. 
 
Figure 47 ET timeseries for the Dry Bush for the Early Rainfall Season. The slope here is very 




Figure 48 ET timeseries for the Dry Bush Land Class for the Late Rainfall Season. Late rainfall 
season shows the greatest trend of all seasons for the dry bush class. 
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